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Foreword

This document reports on a project that was established as a pilot for the instigation of the
EUROCONTROL Simulation Partnership Scheme. This scheme provides additional uncommitted
capacity from national facilities to augment the capacity at the EUROCONTROL Experimental
Centre. The success of this pilot project and subsequent projects placed with the Ecole Nationale
de l’Aviation Civile in France and SWISSCONTROL has demonstrated the viability of this scheme.

N Sylvester-Thorne
EUROCONTROL Simulation Partnership Coordinator.
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SUMMARY

Navegação Aerea de Portugal, Empresa Publica (NAV EP), have commissioned a new,
advanced Air Traffic Control system - Oceanic Flight Data Processing and Visualisation
System (OFDPVS).  This system is currently in the process of being accepted from the
developers (CAE) at the Santa Maria Oceanic Area Control Centre in the Azores.  The
new system will give computer assistance to controllers, and ensure that Santa Maria
controllers will be able to handle the expected future increases in air traffic.

The ATMDC Portugal Oceanic Real-Time simulation was designed to enable operational
controllers to assess the potential impact of datalink communications on their future
method of operations.  The results from this simulation will help NAV EP in defining a
specification for a future system upgrade of the new ATC system to enable datalink
communications.

The ATMDC Portugal Oceanic Real-Time simulation took place at the NATS Air Traffic
Management Development Centre (ATMDC) between 27th May and 25th June 1999. Five
NAV EP controllers participated in 10 training exercises and 61 measured simulation
exercises within this period.

The results from this simulation are based on controllers’ subjective opinions expressed
during the simulation, and the analysis of system recordings made during the simulation
exercises. The results of the simulation highlight a number of benefits of datalink
communications within the Santa Maria FIR, but also indicate that further consideration
will be required for some aspects of datalink implementation on the intended interface.

This report concludes that the greatest benefits to both the Santa Maria OCA, and the
Santa Maria customers, would be gained by implementation of ADS with CPDLC.  The
main benefits of ADS were the timely and accurate reporting of aircraft position.  The main
benefits of CPDLC were the reduction in misunderstandings between the controller and
the pilot, and the specific targeting of messages to the intended aircraft.  Both forms of
datalink were expected to result in reduced HF radio frequency congestion and improved
service to aircraft.

This project was funded by Eurocontrol under the Eurocontrol Simulation Partnership
scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Santa Maria Oceanic Area Control Centre (OAC) has common boundaries with the
following Oceanic Control Areas (OCAs): Shanwick and Gander along 45°N, New York
along 40°W, Piarco as far south as 17°N, then with Sal and Canarias until south of the
Madeira Islands.  The Santa Maria OAC then has a common eastern boundary with
Lisbon Flight Information Region (FIR) and Madrid FIR back to 45°N.

Air traffic flying through the Santa Maria OCA is currently monitored and controlled at
the Santa Maria OAC by air traffic controllers using a combination of paper flight
progress strips and aircraft position reports, given at intervals via HF radio.
Determination of separation, and responses to requests for level changes, are made by
reference to the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) at a point (usually a lat/ long position)
on the flight planned route, and a comparison with the flight plans of other aircraft.
Occasionally, controllers manually plot the planned routes/ ETAs of aircraft on a chart
to determine if separation exists, or will exist.

A new, advanced ATC system, Oceanic Flight Data Processing and Visualisation
System (OFDPVS) has been developed for the Santa Maria OAC by CAE.  The new
system will give computer assistance to the Santa Maria controllers, and ensure that
the Santa Maria OAC continues to manage the expected future increases in air traffic.
The Santa Maria OAC is currently in the process of accepting this system.

The ATMDC Portugal Oceanic Real-Time prototyping simulation took place at the
NATS Air Traffic Management Development Centre (ATMDC) between May 27th and
June 25th, 1999.  The participants were at the ATMDC for just over 3 weeks of this
period.

The simulator modelled ADS and CPDLC behaviour in the context of the new system
and in accordance with the defined ICAO Standards And Recommended Practices
(SARPs).  The simulator provided an environment where controllers were exposed to
four potential implementations of datalink within the Santa Maria OAC.  These
conditions provided a baseline of current operations, experience of aircraft with ADS
capability, experience of aircraft capable of CPDLC and experience of situations where
aircraft were equipped with both ADS and CPDLC.

The simulation platform replicated a large proportion of the look and feel of Santa Maria
OFDPVS.  The differences between the simulator functionality and the functionality to
be implemented operationally were agreed with the NAV EP before the simulation.

This project enabled the Santa Maria controllers to evaluate potential implementations
of datalink communications within the Santa Maria FIR.  The NAV EP participants took
full advantage of their time spent on the simulator, not only to achieve the high level
objective, but also to identify a number of improvements which would enhance the CAE
system.  The simulation provided the facility to examine the potential impact of datalink
on Santa Maria operations, and to discuss the potential changes required to enable
implementation of datalink within the intended ATC system.  This report presents the
conduct of the simulation, and details the results, conclusions and recommendations
taken from that simulation.
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Figure 1: General view of the ATMDC Portugal Oceanic Operations Room
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2. OBJECTIVES

2.1. HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVE

To identify specific ADS and CPDLC related HMI and procedures, based on elements
of the OFDPVS, which could help NAV EP in defining a specification for a future
system upgrade.

2.2. LOW LEVEL OBJECTIVES

The following paragraphs provide the questions defined to satisfy the high level
objective:
1. What are the effects of each of the following methods of aircraft reporting on the

controller and the system?
(a)  ADS reporting;
(b)  CPDLC reporting;
(c)  Combined ADS/CPDLC reporting;
(d)  Com-Operator reporting.

2. How should CPDLC and ADS be implemented in the new system?

3. What are the controller comments related to specific aspects of functionality in the
Santa Maria system?

4. Does the ICAO SARPs (Standards and Recommended Practices) CPDLC
message set allow sufficient flexibility for Santa Maria operations?

5. Does the system have safety benefits?

6. Is the quality of service to aircraft transiting Santa Maria airspace affected by the
use of CPDLC and ADS?

7. Does the Santa Maria system, as simulated, provide sufficient feedback?

8. Does the IMQ aid the controller in successfully identifying the source of each
message: Direct from the aircraft, or system generated?

9. Is the concept of ADS/CPDLC acceptable using the simulated Santa Maria HMI?

10. Does the provision of ATC services using the simulated Santa Maria system
provide evidence for potential streamlining of the system?

11. What system reporting should be available when using ADS/CPDLC to identify
discrepancies between flight plan parameters and actual parameters?

12. Are there time penalties associated with ADS and CPDLC facilities, when used
for message creation and reporting?

13. Considering the level change scenarios being tested, is the message set
available to the controller adequate?

14. What methods of message creation are utilised for the messages used within the
trials?

15. To what extent did controllers edit ADS contracts?  What were the underlying
reasons for these edits?

16. How should ADS contract reporting be developed for Santa Maria with specific
reference to:
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a) Domestic Azores traffic entering the TMA;
b) Domestic Azores traffic exiting the TMA.

17. Which method of creating and reporting climb instruction is preferred?

18. Should sending “leaving [Level] and “reaching [Level]” messages (if they are
seen to be necessary) be the responsibility of the pilot, or should this be an
automatic ADS function?

19. Does the system lead controllers into making errors?
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3. SIMULATION CONDUCT

3.1. SECTOR TYPES

The simulation playing area was confined to one measured sector, the Santa
Maria FIR.  All traffic into, and out of, the measured sector was managed
automatically by the simulator.

3.2. AIRSPACE

The entire Santa Maria Oceanic Flight Information Region (FIR) was represented
during this simulation.  The Santa Maria FIR covers an area of between 40W and
10W and 15N and 45N (or approximately 1819km North to South, and 1278km
East to West).  The Santa Maria Oceanic Area Control Centre (OAC) has
common boundaries with the following Oceanic Control Areas (OCAs).  Gander
and Shanwick along 45°N, New York along 40°W, with Piarco as far south as
17°N, then with Sal and Canarias until south of the Madeira Islands.  The Santa
Maria OAC then has a common eastern boundary with FIR and Madrid FIR back
to 45°N.

Traffic levels within the simulation were structured such that no sectorisation was
required within the FIR.  The airspace is illustrated in Figure 2, below.

Figure 2: Map of the Airspace Simulated
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3.2.1. Terminal Airspace

The Santa Maria Terminal Control Area (TCA), encompassing the whole of the
Azores group of islands, lies in the centre of the Santa Maria OCA.  Traffic  to
and from the Azores therefore generates climbing and descending traffic within
the Santa Maria OCA.

The TCA extends to FL270.  Operation of the TCA was automated for this
simulation.

3.2.2. Route Structure

Unlike the Shanwick and Gander OCAs, there is no Organised Track Structure
(OTS) within the Santa Maria OCA.  A significant proportion of air traffic within the
Santa Maria  OCA is on crossing routes, e.g. Africa to North America, Europe to
South America and the Caribbean.  The majority of the east-west traffic crosses
the OCA between 35°N and 45°N.

There are two conditional ‘T’ routes, T14 and T16, that route due North/South at
the eastern boundaries of the Santa Maria OCA.  These routes are primarily used
by traffic flying between the UK and Madeira and the Canary Islands.  The routes
are also used as ‘overflow’ routes for Spanish airspace.  Both T14 and T16 were
represented during the simulation, although traffic was only generated on T14.

3.3. TRAFFIC SAMPLES

Four traffic samples, each of 3 hours duration, were created for this simulation.
Two samples represented predominantly easterly traffic flows, and two samples
represented predominantly westerly traffic flows.

The simulator enabled exercises to be  fast forwarded, so that controllers did not
have to wait for traffic to build up at the start of the simulation.  The simulator
could also be ‘frozen’ between exercises, thereby enabling the next exercise to
continue using the second half of the traffic sample.

The traffic data was extracted from the peak flows of traffic flown within the
Azores FIR during summer 1998.  The simulation traffic data was designed to
ensure that the controllers would be exposed to a sufficient number of specific
scenarios to answer the objectives.  The traffic samples were complex enough to
ensure that the controllers would have a number of potential problems to resolve,
but were designed to ensure that a single controller could comfortably manage
the allocated airspace.

All Aircraft were simulated as RVSM equipped.

North/ South traffic was simulated on route T14 only, at an average rate of 1
aircraft per hour on this route.

Traffic into and out of the Santa Maria TMA was simulated at a rate of between 4
and 5 aircraft per hour.

3.4. ORGANISATIONS

There was one organisation of airspace throughout the simulation.  In order to
gather specific information on aspects of ADS and CPDLC, four conditions of
datalink equipage were established.  For all conditions involving datalink, 20% of
aircraft were deemed to be ‘non-equipped’ to broadly simulate the expectation
that a significant minority of aircraft will not equip with datalink within the medium
term future.  Communication between the simulated ground and air systems was
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achieved using a simulated communications operator (Com-Operator).  The
equipage within each sample was defined by NAV EP:

• Baseline condition: no ADS or CPDLC equipage; all communication with
aircraft was via the simulated Com-Operator;

• ADS condition: 80% of aircraft within the sample were ADS equipped.
Three standard reporting rates were defined (see
paragraph 3.7.4).  Non-equipped aircraft communicated
via the simulated Com-Operator;

• CPDLC condition: 80% of aircraft within the sample were CPDLC equipped.
Aircraft position reports were provided via CPDLC.  Non-
equipped aircraft communicated via the simulated Com-
Operator;

• ADS with CPDLC 80% of aircraft within the sample were equipped with both
ADS and CPDLC. Non-equipped aircraft communicated
via the simulated Com-Operator.

Datalink performance was assumed to be adequate for ATC within the Santa
Maria Oceanic Control Area.  The technical performance of datalink reporting
was not assessed during this simulation.

3.5. SCENARIOS EXECUTED

A number of scenarios were devised to enable the participating controllers to
provide input to address the objectives.  All controllers were exposed to each of
the scenarios on at least one occasion.

Scenario 1: A routine flight.

Scenario 2: The request and execution of a step climb.

Scenario 3: Detection of a Lateral Deviation.  An aircraft deviates from
its cleared track by more than 5nm.

Scenario 4: Detection of a Level Range Deviation.  An aircraft deviates
from its cleared level by more than 200 feet.

Scenario 5: Request for a level change from FL330 to FL390 using the
ADS application to inform the ground system that the aircraft
is leaving FL330, passing intermediate flight levels and
reaching FL390.

Scenario 6: Request for a level change from FL330 to FL390 using the
ADS application to inform the ground system that the aircraft
is leaving FL330 and reaching FL390.  No intermediate flight
levels are reported.

Scenario 7: Request for a level change from FL330 to FL390 using the
CPDLC application to inform the ground system that the
aircraft is leaving FL330 and reaching FL390.
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3.6. PROGRAMME OF EXERCISES

The simulation programme provided up to five exercises and a debrief session
each day.  Table 1 below shows the programme of exercises completed.

Day Condition Number of
exercises

Objective

1-2 ADS & CPDLC 10 Training

3, 4, 5 Baseline 15 Record a baseline for comparison

6, 9, 12 ADS 15 Assess ADS implementation

7, 10, 13 CPDLC 15 Assess CPDLC implementation

8, 11, 14 ADS with
CPDLC

13 Assess combined ADS and CPDLC
implementation

15 Baseline 3 Completion of baseline data
gathering

Total: 71

Table 1: Programme of Exercises Completed

The participants for this simulation were each scheduled an equal number of
exercises under each condition.  All controllers experienced both easterly and
westerly traffic samples for each condition.

All exercises were scheduled to be of 1 hour duration.  Occasionally exercises
were slightly reduced to accommodate extended debriefs or technical changes.
Two exercises from the ADS with CPDLC condition were cancelled to enable
extended discussions on the implementation of datalink within the Santa Maria
FIR (i.e. 13 runs were achieved rather than the 15 scheduled).  Consequently 2
controllers completed 2, rather than the scheduled 3, exercises utilising the
combined ADS and CPDLC condition.

Three baseline exercises were re-run on the last day of the simulation to
augment the data collected during the baseline condition.
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3.7. SIMULATED ATC SYSTEM

3.7.1. Operations Room Configuration

The operations room was configured as shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Configuration of Operations Room During the ATMDC Portugal
Oceanic Simulation

3.7.2. Controller Working Position

The controller working position utilised the components listed below to provide a
combined geographical display and multiple-window operating environment:

• A Sun Ultra 60 processor;
• A Sony 28" diagonal Sony 2000-line colour raster display with Metheus

display driver;
• Keyboard and two button mouse;
• An end-to-end telecommunications system with headset and handswitch.

The controller working position included an Instantaneous Self Assessment (ISA)
panel for subjective workload measurement, which enabled the controller to
record their opinion of workload at regular intervals throughout the measured
exercises.
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3.7.3. Controller HMI

The simulator replicated, as closely as possible, the key elements of the new
Santa Maria system.  In order to address the objectives a large proportion of the
look and feel of the Santa Maria OFDPVS HMI was simulated.  The controller
HMI is depicted in Figure 4 below:

Figure 4: The Simulated Controller HMI

The simulated OFDPVS had some differences to the OFDPVS currently under
acceptance for Santa Maria.  The following paragraphs describe the system
simulated, and where relevant, refer to the differences between the two systems.

The OFDPVS consisted of three main elements:

• Flight Data Entries (FDEs):  The electronic flight data entries were
interactive representations of the paper flight progress strips.  As each flight
progressed, a highlighted background showed where and when the last
update took place that coincided with a point on the flight plan;

• Geographic Display:  The Geographic (GEO) display was a plan view
representation of the Santa Maria OCA and adjacent airspace, which showed
the last reported position, or extrapolated position, of each aircraft, together
with a data label and a track history trail.  The system simulated presented
the GEO display as a permanent background, over which windows were
displayed.  The system under acceptance at Santa Maria will present the
GEO as a separate window which can be sized and positioned by the
controller;

• Data Processing System:  The data processing system, used to aid
controllers in making control decisions, consisted of a selectable Working
Window which the controller used for planning.   Interaction with this window
produced a number of other windows, some of  which are described later.
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Sector Control (SECCON) window and FDEs:  The SECCON window provided
the electronic representation of a paper based flight progress strip bay.  Each
FDE was an electronic flight progress strip.  The direction of a flight was shown
on the FDE by a coloured border: yellow for eastbound, blue for westbound and
red for aircraft on the ‘T’ routes (North or South).  Irrespective of the direction of
flight, eastbound and westbound traffic were always displayed with the most
easterly fix on the right hand side of the FDE and the most westerly fix on the left
hand side, making it easy to compare times at fixes.   For the simulation, FDEs
were sorted by level only, rather than level, direction and time as per the system
under acceptance at Santa Maria. The SECCON window, populated with FDEs is
reproduced in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: SECCON Window component
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R & Z buttons: The R and Z buttons were located at the right hand end of the
FDE.   Selection of the “R” button opened a message area below the FDE
showing the last message(s) sent to the aircraft.   The “Z” button opened the last
message(s) from the aircraft.  The FDE showing the R and Z buttons is
reproduced in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: FDE showing R and Z buttons

Working Window:  The Working Window was the main tool used by controllers.
Conflict probing of a possible change of profile, or input of a change of profile was
performed using this window.  Interaction with this window created other
windows.  The working window is reproduced in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Working Window
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General Conflict Summary window:  The General Conflict Summary window
showed all pairs of potential conflicts, either detected by the system, or appearing
as the result of a probe.   This window is forced to display as long as there were
any potential conflicts contained in the window.  The conflict summary window is
reproduced in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Conflict Summary Window
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Conflict Report window (for individual pairs of aircraft):  The Conflict Report
window gave details of conflicting pairs of aircraft.  The Draw/Undraw button
displayed the routes of the conflict pair.  When the conflict was resolved, the
routes remained displayed on the GEO until manually deleted.  The conflict report
window is reproduced in Figure 9 below

Figure 9: Conflict Report Window

Message Queue window: The message queue window displayed all messages
received from the aircraft in one of four queues, accessed by four header buttons.
The location of the message depended upon the urgency of the message as
defined by the CPDLC SARPs.  As each new message was received it was
placed in the appropriate message queue.  The number of messages received
was incremented in the message queue counter at the top left of the SECCON
window preview area, a border highlight was placed round the appropriate button,
and the number of messages in the message queue window header was
incremented.  The message Queue window is reproduced in Figure 10 overleaf.
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Figure 10: Message Queue Window

Sent messages only appeared in this window to complete a dialogue, e.g.
Request “TAP123 REQUEST CLIMB FL330” appeared in the window as:

TAP123 REQUEST CLIMB FL330

The controller responded “TAP123 climb FL330”, which did not appear.  When
the acknowledgement was received from the aircraft, the original downlink
message was replaced by the uplink message and the message window showed:

TAP123 CLIMB FL330
ROGER

The colour of the border corresponded to the level of priority of the message as
defined by the CPDLC SARPs.   Complete dialogues could be deleted from the
window, incomplete dialogues could not.
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RQU/ADZ Message Window: The RQU/ADZ window was used to create the
non-tactical request and advisory messages for aircraft under Santa Maria control
The RQU/ADZ window was invoked through the ‘Options’ button on the Working
Window, and allowed controllers to input requests and instructions to aircraft
using pre-formatted message options.   The only data entry permitted was <fix>,
<control authority>, <airfield identity>, and <level>. The RQU/ADZ window is
reproduced in Figure 11 below.

Figure 11: RQU/ADZ Message Window
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Compose Message window:  This window provided an area for controllers to
review the message created via the sub windows, prior to sending that message
to the aircraft.  The window opened after a clearance (CLE) input had been
made.  The window repeated the message composed using the second profile
area of the Working Window as either a profile change or clearance restriction.
The compose message window is reproduced in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12: Compose Message Window
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Message History window (for individual aircraft):  The message history
window provided a record of all messages sent to and from an aircraft.  This
window tended to be used as an aide memoir and to check restrictions. The
message history window was also used to monitor the CPDLC link (i.e. to check
whether an acknowledgement had been received or if there was a system
warning).  This window was accessed via the callsign area of the FDE for the
selected aircraft, and showed all messages sent to that aircraft and the times at
which they were sent or received.  The message history window is reproduced in
Figure 13 below.

Figure 13: Message History Window

Aircraft Data Label: The aircraft data label consisted of lines of text showing:
the aircraft callsign, the last reported level, the cleared level, the mach number
and the datalink equipment fit of the aircraft: ‘N’ indicated that the aircraft was not
datalink equipped, ‘A’ indicated that the aircraft was ADS equipped, ‘C’ indicated
that the aircraft was CPDLC equipped, and ‘B’ indicated that the aircraft was
equipped with both ADS and CPDLC.  Up/down arrows appeared between the
two levels showing whether a climb/descent had been given, and a * symbol
appeared in the same area to show that a delayed clearance was in force.  The
aircraft data label is depicted below.

TAP123 Aircraft callsign
310á330 Last reported level, cleared to climb to cleared level
        0.82 Mach Number
B Equipment Fit (N= no data link, A=ADS equipped ,

C=CPDLC equipped, B= equipped with both ADS and CPDLC);

The aircraft data label provided access to some datalink functionality via a drop
down menu as depicted in Figure 14 below.
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Figure 14: Aircraft Data Label Menu

3.7.4. Aircraft position updates

Aircraft position updates were achieved by three means during the simulation;
HF communications, CPDLC communications and ADS communications.  In
order to gather specific information on the preferred implementation of datalink
communications, four conditions of datalink equipage were established.  These
are listed below.  In all conditions involving datalink, 20% of aircraft were deemed
to be ‘non-equipped’ to broadly simulate expectations that some aircraft will not
be datalink equipped within the medium term future.

The simulated OFDPVS extrapolated the position of HF and CPDLC aircraft and
displayed the calculated aircraft positions on the FDE and on the GEO display.
No alternative symbology was used to indicate the method used to receive the
position report or whether the report was an actual or ‘coasted’ position.  This
was a difference in behaviour to the system under acceptance at Santa Maria
where only the last reported position is displayed.
• Aircraft with no data link, using HF for communication: These aircraft

reported their position at intervals, usually not less than every ten degrees of
longitude and significant crossing points, and advised leaving and reaching
levels.  In current operations there can be significant delays with this type of
message as all HF communication takes place via a Com-Operator.  During
the simulation, a 1 minute round trip delay, +/- 5 seconds, was applied to all
simulated HF communications;

• Aircraft equipped with CPDLC: CPDLC equipped aircraft communicated
directly with the controller via datalink using standard messages, or free text.
Position updates were as for HF equipped aircraft, but were not subject to the
delay associated with HF operation;

• Aircraft equipped with ADS: The frequency of updates for ADS equipped
aircraft, and the information contained in each update, can be varied by the
ATC provider.  Typically standard ADS contracts would be defined for specific
areas of airspace or portions of the flight.  It is anticipated that the reporting
rates would be agreed between the Air Traffic Service providers and the
airlines to ensure that coverage is adequate, whilst controlling the costs of
providing a datalink service.

• Aircraft equipped with both ADS and CPDLC:  These aircraft provided
regular ADS reports (as per the reports provided by aircraft equipped with
ADS only), but also had CPDLC capability.

Previous oceanic ADS work (Ref. 5) has demonstrated that standard ADS
contracts and reporting rates were preferred by controllers, with different
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contracts being used within pre-defined portions of the flights.  Three standard
ADS contracts were defined by controllers during previous oceanic trials at the
ATMDC.  These contracts are reproduced below, and were used throughout the
ATMDC Portugal Oceanic simulation.  Contracts were established given the
relative position of the aircraft to the FIR boundary.  ‘Initial Contract’ was set-up
on first logon, ‘Pre-Oceanic contract’ was set-up 15-60 minutes from the Oceanic
Entry Point/FIR Boundary and ‘Oceanic contract’ was set-up on crossing the FIR
boundary.  The contracts and reporting rates used are reproduced in Tables 2, 3
and 4 below.

Initial ADS Contract:

Periodic Contract Event Contract
Reporting Rate 3 minutes Waypoint Events Required
Airframe Id Every 3rd report Altitude Range Event Not required
Ground Vector Every 5th report Lateral Deviation Event Not required
Air Vector Every 2nd report Air Speed Change

Event
Not required

Projected Profile Not required Ground Speed Change
Event

Not required

Weather Every 3rd report Heading Change Event Not required
Extended Projected
Profile

Every report (15
waypoints)

Track Angle Change
Event

Not required

Short Term Intent Not required Altitude Change Event Not required
Vertical Rate Not Required Extended Projected

Profile
Not required

Figure Of Merit Not required

Table 2: Initial ADS Contract

Pre-Oceanic ADS contract:

Periodic Contract Event Contract

Reporting Rate 3 minutes Waypoint Events Required

Airframe Id Every 3rd report Altitude Range Event Not required

Ground Vector Every 5th report Lateral Deviation Event Not required

Air Vector Every 2nd report Air Speed Change
Event

Not required

Projected Profile Not required Ground Speed Change
Event

Not required

Weather Every 3rd report Heading Change Event Not required

Extended Projected
Profile

Every report (15
waypoints)

Track Angle Change
Event

Not required

Short Term Intent Not required Altitude Change Event 300 ft

Vertical Rate Not Required Extended Projected
Profile

Not required

Figure Of Merit Not required

Table 3: Pre-Oceanic ADS contract
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Oceanic contract:

Periodic Contract Event Contract

Reporting Rate 2 minutes Waypoint Events Required

Airframe Id Every 3rd report Altitude Range Event Dependant on
aircraft altitude
+/- 300 feet

Ground Vector Every 5th report Lateral Deviation Event 5.0 Nm

Air Vector Every 2nd report Air Speed Change
Event

0.01 Mach

Projected Profile Not required Ground Speed Change
Event

Not required

Weather Every 3rd report Heading Change Event Not required

Extended Projected
Profile

Every report (15
waypoints)

Track Angle Change
Event

Not required

Short Term Intent Not required Altitude Change Event Not required

Vertical Rate Not Required Extended Projected
Profile

Not required

Figure Of Merit Not required

Table 4: Oceanic Contract
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4. DATA SOURCES

The analysis of the SANTA MARIA ’99 simulation relied upon the analysis of both
subjective and objective data.  The following paragraphs outline the data
collected.

Subjective data were gathered from detailed questionnaires and debriefs and
from observations of the simulation by ATMDC project staff.

Objective data were recorded from the simulator:
i) Aircraft track histories: the x,y,z position of each aircraft every 12

seconds;
ii) CPDLC messages: all CPDLC messages sent between the pilot and

ground position;
iii) ACP histories: all commands entered from the pilot position;
iv) ISA recordings: assessment of workload by the controller every 2

minutes.
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5. RESULTS

The following results were obtained through analysis of data recorded throughout
the simulation.

5.1. OBJECTIVE 1
What are the effects of each of the following methods of aircraft reporting
on the controller and the system?

(a)  ADS reporting;
(b)  CPDLC reporting;
(c)  Combined ADS/CPDLC reporting;
(d) Com-Operator reporting.

Santa Maria currently uses Com-Operator reporting to pass and receive
messages to and from aircraft.  During the simulation Com-Operator  reporting
was augmented by CPDLC and ADS.  CPDLC enabled messages to be passed
directly from the pilot to the controller and vice versa.  ADS enabled automatic
position reporting to be established and maintained without a requirement for the
pilot or controller to send individual reports.  The effects of each of the reporting
methods were investigated through questionnaire and debrief sessions and by
examination of data logs recorded during the measured exercises.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The controllers comments illustrated that the new system would be a complete
move away from the current oceanic control system in terms of the workload
imposed upon the controller.  Of the four conditions simulated none were
believed to result in a lower level of service than controllers would expect to
provide using the existing system.

ADS with CPDLC was perceived to offer the greatest benefit to controller
workload.  When asked why this condition reduced workload, three of the five
controllers commented:

• It speeds up transmission of messages by communicating directly with the
aircraft, rather than via the Com-Operator (1 controller);

• No message processing tasks, makes level reporting and acknowledgement
of profile changes easier (1 controller);

• Workload was hardly different at all between the four modes of operation (2
controllers);

When asked whether any mode gave them greater confidence in the system,
controllers all preferred ADS with CPDLC.   Controllers were of the opinion that
this mode afforded them the greatest opportunity to identify errors and anticipated
that error reduction would come from a reduction in ambiguity between
controllers and pilots.  However, controllers did not believe that any of the modes
simulated would improve error trapping during data entry or in clearances issued
to the pilots.

Controllers were asked to comment on the extent to which their situational
awareness was affected by moving away from the current method of operating.
The implementation of ADS with CPDLC was regarded as being of great benefit
to situational awareness.

The simulated conflict probe was not as sophisticated as that within the system
under acceptance at Santa Maria.  When asked about their confidence in the
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conflict probe, controllers provided a range of answers.  Three controllers were
not as confident with the probe as they are with the current system, but expected
confidence to grow after operating the system for a while.  Two controllers
thought the simulated conflict probe gave them greater confidence that
separation was assured.

During the simulation, traffic levels for the measured sector built to the order of 30
aircraft.  Current Santa Maria sectors are split when aircraft levels reach around
15 aircraft per sector (the actual level at which sectors are split depends upon
traffic complexity and controller capacity).  Controllers were asked how CPDLC
and ADS affected the capacity of the airspace.  All controllers considered the
ADS with CPDLC method of operation allowed the most efficient handling of
aircraft during the simulation.  Controllers also stated that all of the simulated
modes of operation allowed them to handle more aircraft than the current system.

When asked how the controller’s own capacity was affected by the three datalink
modes, ADS with CPDLC was again reported as affording greatest capacity.
Occasionally controllers thought the ADS with CPDLC system enabled them to
handle too many aircraft (i.e. more aircraft than Santa Maria controllers are
currently trained to operate).  Controllers stated that all modes of operation
increased system capacity beyond the current system.

Controllers commented that ADS with CPDLC reporting enabled a better level of
service to be offered than current operations.

Controller-Pilot message Logging

The interaction between controller and pilot was recorded during the simulation
using electronic logging. For the purposes of this simulation all dialogues
between the controller and the pilot were sent using the CPDLC SARPs message
set.  All CPDLC messages were recorded.  ADS position reports were not
included in the message recording.

The average number of downlink messages sent by the pilot for each condition is
summarised in Figure 15 below.  The average number of uplink messages sent
by the controller for each condition is summarised in Figure 16 below.  These
graphs illustrate increased dialogue between the control position and the pseudo
pilot during all of the datalink conditions, indicating that the controllers were
exploring the extra functionality available to them with the datalink functionality.
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Figure 15: Average Number of Downlink Messages per Datalink Condition
Exercise

 Figure 16: Average Number of Uplink Messages per Datalink Condition
Exercise

ISA
The ISA responses (illustrated in Figure 17 below) show that the controllers
recorded the lowest workload under the HF condition (no datalink).  This
condition represents current operations using the new HMI.  The ADS condition is
ranked 2nd lowest, CPDLC third lowest and ADS with CPDLC as the highest
workload.  There were no excessive responses under any of the conditions, and
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Figure 17: Average ISA Recording by Datalink Condition

The higher ISA scores for the datalink conditions can be explained by a
combination of two factors.  The datalink conditions provided the controllers with
a larger message set, of which they took advantage (see figure 15 and Figure
16).  The datalink conditions provided the controllers an opportunity explore the
environment provided by datalink.  Observation showed that they often interacted
with aircraft profiles to a greater extent during the datalink exercises to test the
system responses and capabilities utilising datalink.

5.2. OBJECTIVE 2
How should CPDLC and ADS be implemented in the new system?

In the system under acceptance at Santa Maria it is possible for a message to be
sent to an aircraft via a Com-Operator or via datalink in a manner which is
transparent to the controller.  Using datalink, the controller was able to create
clearances and respond to requests using the system, and instead of an
electronic message being passed to the Com-Operator, it was passed directly to
the aircraft.  Given that a mixed mode of operation is likely to exist for some time
this objective examined whether this transparency was acceptable, or whether
controllers needed information as to which medium was being used to transfer
the message to the aircraft.  This objective was examined through questionnaire
and debrief responses.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

Controllers were asked how an ADS, a CPDLC, and a combined ADS with
CPDLC service could be implemented in their new system:

ADS

Controllers commented that ADS should be used, for suitably equipped aircraft,
to replace the current waypoint reporting procedure.  A dual mode of operation,
where Com-reporting and ADS reporting are both used, may be required in order
to establish confidence in the system.  All controllers commented that the ADS
contract should be modifiable in order to reflect different requirements for
reporting e.g. route or destination.  Three controllers commented that changes to
ADS reporting should be done automatically by the system.
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The controllers were asked whether Com-reporting and ADS reporting should
appear differently.  Three of the five controllers thought that they should be able
to distinguish between the two types of report.  Two controllers commented that
the report should only be presented graphically as an update on the GEO.  One
of these controllers stated that on the GEO the ADS report should be
distinguishable from a Com-Operator report.

The participants were asked how they would like to distinguish between an
aircraft failing to report via ADS, and ADS on the aircraft itself failing.  A range of
answers were provided, but all concurred that some warning was required.  Four
controllers made specific comments, and these are noted below:

• The system detects when a link is down or a contract is overdue and warns
appropriately;

• The affected aircraft on the GEO should highlight, the corresponding FDE
should be highlighted, and a warning message sent;

• The controller should be alerted to ADS failure by an immediate message;

• The controllers should be notified of ADS failure by a high priority message.
If an aircraft fails to report, a message should be displayed as in the current
system.

From the above it can be inferred that the existing warning for an aircraft failure to
report is adequate, and that for ADS failure a warning should be displayed on the
system (on the GEO), accompanied by a high priority message.

CPDLC

The controllers were asked whether CPDLC should replace or supplement
current RT/ Com-Operator practices for suitably equipped aircraft.  This included
all forms of RT including waypoint and position reporting.  Four controllers
suggested CPDLC should replace current RT/ Com-Operator procedures, one
controller suggested that CPDLC should supplement current procedures.  The
controllers were asked which applications CPDLC could be used for.  Table 5
below summarises their responses.

Activity/process No. of
controllers

Position reporting 3

Passing ATC instructions 5

Receiving ATC responses from A/C 5

Emergency reporting 3

Routine information passing 2

Table 5: Applications where CPDLC could be used

The majority of controllers believe the advantages of the CPDLC application to be
in passing and receiving ATC messages, position reporting and emergency
reporting.

The participants were asked whether the CPDLC messages should be displayed
in the same format as Com-Operator messages.  Four controllers stated that the
format of both messages should be the same.  One controller stated that the
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format of the message should enable decisions to be made on the basis of
priority rather than the mode of the message.

The controllers were asked to define the maximum delay before a warning is
provided to indicate a failure to receive a reply from a CPDLC.  The responses
are provided in Table 6 below:

Delay Delay before warning

System related 5 - 10 Seconds

Pilot(not responding) 1 - 3 Minutes

System failure (AC or ground) 10 - 30 Seconds

Table 6: Maximum Acceptable Delay before CPDLC Warning given

When asked how they would like the system to respond to a failure in CPDLC, all
controllers commented that a high priority alarm or system message should be
provided and voice contact should be re-initiated with the aircraft.  Opinion
differed between controllers as to whether the pilot or the controller should initiate
voice communication.

The participants were asked whether the process for creating messages was
acceptable.  During the simulation messages were created in Santa Maria
message format, and were then converted by the system into SARPs format.  All
controllers considered this method acceptable, although one stated that it
introduced an extra step that could possibly be removed.  Controllers believed
that once the message had been converted to SARPs format, the content was a
true reflection of the intended message.

All controllers felt that it would not be a simple process to create messages
directly as SARPs format, and should not be made a requirement.  The majority
(3 of 5) controllers thought that the time taken to create a message was
acceptable, the remainder thought the process took too long.  The following
changes were suggested to shorten the process:

• Reduce the number of steps to create a message (1 controller);

• The RQU/ADZ window should be more accessible (2 controllers).

All controllers thought that the process of creating messages was more efficient
than the current system of dictation to the Com-Operator.  These benefits were
considered to arise from:

• Correcting errors in messages before they are sent to the aircraft;

• No need to pick up the phone and wait for the Com-Operator to answer;

• More reliability, fewer delays;

• Efficiency achieved by timely acknowledgements of messages.

ADS & CPDLC

The controllers were asked how, in a mixed mode of operation, they would be
able to distinguish between reports from differently equipped aircraft.  All stated
that information related to equipage should be displayed on the GEO, and that it
would not necessarily be a requirement to differentiate between the reports
themselves.  The way that equipage was shown on the GEO during the
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simulation was considered acceptable (i.e. via an indication on the last line of the
aircraft data label).

The controllers considered that ADS and CPDLC should be used for different
purposes - it should not be necessary for pilots to send position reports by both
CPDLC and ADS.

When asked to consider failure modes of either ADS or CPDLC, and how the
controller should be notified, the controllers thought that if ADS failed, reporting
should be done by CPDLC.  Should CPDLC subsequently fail, communication
should revert to voice communications.  In each case, failure of equipment should
be identified on the GEO and strips and a warning message made available to
both the pilot and the controller.  If both ADS and CPDLC fail together, all
controllers stated that direct communication with the aircraft should be
established.

5.3. OBJECTIVE 3
Capture controller comment related to specific aspects of functionality in
the Santa Maria system.

The Santa Maria HMI has been developed by CAE and the Santa Maria HMI
teams.  A formal audit of the HMI was therefore not undertaken, but during the
simulation observers watched the interaction of controllers with the HMI to
identify areas where controllers had repeated difficulties interacting with the
system.  These areas of difficulty were explored with the controllers during the
formal debriefs and are reported in the following paragraphs.

Debrief Information

Geographic (GEO) display

Participants liked the fact that the GEO display was permanently displayed during
the simulation rather than being a selectable window.  They also liked the colours
used and the method of label rotation (right mouse ‘click and drag’ to move the
label).

A comment was made that some type of height filtering would be beneficial, as
this would support sector splitting.  The fix names and format and colours of the
aircraft data labels of the new Santa Maria system were preferred over those
simulated.  Controllers commented that, in their new system, fix times are
available on the route and any conflict segment on the probed route is
highlighted.  The new system will also enable the controller to use the mouse to
quickly zoom the GEO and centre the picture.  All of these features were
considered desirable.

Sector Control (SECCON) window and Flight Data Entries (FDEs)

Participant suggestions for improvement were:
• The background colour for last reported point should be yellow, blue or red as

appropriate;
• It would be desirable to minimise strips to callsign only - click on callsign and

the full strip is displayed - click on level and all strips at that level are
expanded;

• Headers showing 15W, 20W, 30W, 40W should be permanently displayed in
the preview area just above the top strip, coinciding with the position of those
fix positions on the strips;

• Fix times on strips should be in bigger/bolder text;
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• When a level is selected on the FDE it would be helpful if all the tracks on the
GEO at that level were highlighted.

Other comments included: the simulation colours were preferred, the system
should allow strips to be moved through levels to check conflict times (CAE
feature).  FDEs should be sorted by level and time (CAE feature), blocking strips
are needed (CAE feature), a “Preview” area is needed to insert a new strip, or an
existing strip requesting level change, to compare with others by scrolling others
beneath it (CAE feature).

Working Window

The Working Window was the main tool used by controllers.  Conflict probing of a
possible change of profile, or the input of a change of profile was performed using
this window.  Interaction with this window created other windows, which required
inputs to be made.

Participant suggestions for improvement to the working window were:
• The OFDPVS HMI was found to be unnecessarily complicated at times.  As a

result of the simulation, the participants came up with a proposed redesign of
the Working Window for the operational system that incorporated the
functionality of three of the secondary windows.  ( See Figure 18 overleaf);

• Change colour of probe (deprobe);
• Button for RQU/ADZ instead of selecting it from the ‘options’ menu;
• The Working Window should close automatically after a message has been

sent.

The participants devised an alternative design for the working window during the
simulation.  The alternative working window is reproduced in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Alternative Design for Working Window

General Conflict Summary window

Controller’s suggestions for improvements of this window were:

• Add a button to the conflict summary window which allows the conflict to be
drawn without going into the individual conflict report window.  Similar
functionality should enable the conflict report window to be displayed;

• Controllers would like a way of distinguishing between a conflict identified on
a secondary profile and a conflict on a third profile.
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Conflict Report window (for individual pairs of aircraft)

The Conflict Report window gave details of conflicting pairs of aircraft.  The
Draw/Undraw button displayed the routes of the conflict pair  When the conflict
was resolved, the routes remained displayed on the GEO until manually deleted.
The participants felt that the routes should be automatically deleted when the
conflict was resolved.

Message Queue window

Participants considered that their attention was not always drawn to new
messages.  The message queue counter at the top left of the preview area of the
SECCON window was indistinct and the illuminated border and incremental
‘attention getters’ were not easily seen.  A more effective ‘attention getter’ is
required for the operational system, perhaps with the whole message queue
button flashing.

Some participants queried the need for the “low priority” list, and some thought
that the priority buttons should be eliminated and messages displayed in priority
order on a single list, with an attention getter flashing when a priority message
was received.

Messages sent to aircraft were not shown in the message queue window, but the
text on the FDE was changed to white as a reminder that a reply was awaited.
Details of the sent message could be obtained by selecting the “R” box on the
FDE.  Some controllers proposed that all sent messages should be displayed on
the list in the Message Queue window; currently they only appear when a reply is
received and are coupled together to show what was sent and the corresponding
reply.

Participants liked the feature on the simulated system that automatically opened
the Message Queue window when a new message was received.

RQU/ADZ Message window

Participants considered that too many inputs were required on the OFDPVS to
get into the window, create and subsequently send a message.

Compose Message window

Participants considered this window to be duplication and felt that unnecessary
additional effort was required to check the message in this window in the
OFDPVS before it was presented again in a subsequent window prior to sending.

Clearance Restriction window

Controllers commented that the clearance restriction window should be
incorporated into the Working Window on the OFDPVS.  This would reduce the
number of steps the controller has to undertake and provide some streamlining of
the system.

Message History window (for individual aircraft)

This window was regularly used as an aide memoir and to check restrictions
placed upon aircraft routes.  Controllers required easier access in order to check
the messages sent to an aircraft.  The Message History window was also used to
monitor the CPDLC link (check if no acknowledgement received or a system
warning).  Controllers would like this window augmented so that it can show
whether a CPDLC link with the aircraft is still established, i.e. as a warning of
system failure.
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Aircraft Data Label

The ability to put different coloured borders around the Aircraft Data Label on the
simulated system was considered very useful (e.g. to identify aircraft flying into
the Azores TMA, or as a reminder to do something later).  It was easier to move
the label on the simulated system than the OFDPVS system currently under
acceptance.

Suggestions for improvements for the Aircraft Data Label were:
• Provide the facility to open the Working Window directly from the Aircraft Data

Label rather than having to select from a menu;
• Provide a menu function to show crossing aircraft. i.e. a coloured highlight

around the aircraft data label.

R & Z buttons

These were considered to be important as they allow the controller to keep a
request on the FDE until it can be actioned.

Other Controller Comments

All controllers expected to have greater flexibility with the system currently under
acceptance at Santa Maria, particularly in terms of safety, workload and the ease
with which they would be able to split tasks.  They considered that the new
system put them in a better position to cope with the expected increases in traffic.

The controllers felt that the extra functions of the new system would have a
significant and positive impact on controller capacity.  The number of aircraft
currently handled per controller is currently limited to about twenty aircraft, after
which the sector would be split.  In some simulation exercises, in each of the
modes of operation, controllers were handling 30 to 35 aircraft with little difficulty.
It is anticipated that a support controller would be brought in to handle the co-
ordination necessitated by the additional aircraft.

Controllers agreed that a number of frequently used datalink messages should be
pre-formatted, particularly those associated with transfer of control to another
sector, or aircraft inbound to the Azores.  The number of actions to send this type
of message was high:

Example 1 At 15W contact Lisbon on nnn.nn:  OPTIONS button – REQUESTS
button – COMM button - 1 - 5 - w – <enter> - l - p - p - o – <enter> - n - n - n - n -
n - <enter> – SEND button (19 inputs).

Example 2 Descend to FL100 at or after Delta:  CLEARANCE RESTRICTION
button - CLIMB TO LEVEL button – ALTITUDE button - DESCEND AT OR
AFTER button - 1 - 0 - 0 - <enter> - d - e - l - t - a - <enter> - SEND button (15
inputs).

Controller Ideas for Future Development

Implicit focus: Aircraft on the GEO, or Flight Data Entries in the SECCON
window should highlight as the cursor passes over them to
provide additional ATC information;

Hooking: When an aircraft is hooked on the GEO, the appropriate Flight
Data Entry should also be hooked and vice versa.  Similarly, if a
Working Window is selected, the aircraft, Flight Data Entry and
any other window associated with that aircraft should be
highlighted;
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Mouse Buttons: When an aircraft is hooked, the left hand mouse button should
be used to open the label menu, and the right hand mouse
button to display route and control rotation of the label;

Show Route: It should only require a single input to display an aircraft’s route;

Screen Layout: Controllers should be able to log on with their preferred screen
layout;

Look See: When a new level change profile is probed, all aircraft at levels
affected by that profile should be highlighted on the GEO via the
aircraft data label and in the SECCON via FDE alerts.  The
controller could then ignore those aircraft not affected by the
probe and concentrate on those that are.

5.4. OBJECTIVE 4
Does the ICAO SARPs (Standards and Recommended Practices) message
set allow sufficient flexibility for Santa Maria operations?

The ICAO SARPs define the structure, content and meaning of ATC
communications for CPDLC.  This objective was used to determine whether the
SARPs message set was sufficiently flexible for use in the Santa Maria FIR.  The
controllers were asked to comment on whether the SARPs message set needed
to be amended to reflect Santa Maria operations and whether there was a
requirement to determine specific “free text messages”.  This objective was
addressed using questionnaires and formal debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The SARPs were believed to be sufficiently comprehensive for most control
situations, although there are some complex clearances used occasionally in the
current Santa Maria system which are not supported by SARPs. This was not
considered a problem.  All of the controllers believed that pre-formatted freetext
could cover the majority of Santa Maria message requirements.  Any
requirements not covered by the SARPs, or pre-formatted freetext, could be
actioned via voice.

Opinion was divided as to whether additional requirements for the SARPs
message set would be necessary for tactical ATC in Santa Maria.  Three
controllers considered that there were extra requirements for tactical messages
not currently in the SARPs, and two controllers did not think there were extra
tactical requirements for the SARPs.

The controllers were asked what types of messages they sent in order of
frequency.  The list of messages in Table 7 below reflects those used in the
simulation only.

Frequency Message type

Most Frequent Clearances
Requests
Change frequency
Profile Changes
Advisories
Route modification

Least Frequent Unable

Table 7: Controller Assessment of Messages sent
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The general consensus was that Com-Operator reporting is more flexible than
CPDLC reporting, and allows greater content to be transmitted in the message,
although no controllers wanted changes to the SARPs.  If messages were not
available via the CPDLC SARPs or pre-formatted freetext, controllers felt they
should be sent by voice.

When asked to confirm their requirements for pre-formatted freetext, controllers
all commented that they had identified a need for it, but did not provide any
further comment.  Controllers were also asked if they had identified any
requirements for “true” freetext.  Three controller believed that this may be
necessary, two controllers did not think it would be necessary.

5.5. OBJECTIVE 5
Does the system have safety benefits?

Controllers can currently estimate an aircraft position from its last reported
position and its predicted times at waypoints along its route.  In the new system
the controller will also be assisted by tools which use this position and route
information to predict conflicts.  The accuracy of any prediction (controller or
system) is dependent upon timely and accurate reporting and continued
adherence to the planned route and schedule.  This objective investigated
whether ADS based reporting, independent of the pilot, afforded extra safety
benefits to the system and controllers.  This objective was addressed using
questionnaires and formal debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

All controllers believed that the new system combined with datalink would have
several potential benefits to Santa Maria operations.  The benefits were
perceived to be:
• Reduced likelihood of aircraft acting on messages not intended for them

(CPDLC benefit);
• Trapping of error before messages are sent (CPDLC benefit);
• Trapping errors after messages are sent (CPDLC benefit);
• Timely resolution of potential losses of separation (ADS and/ or CPDLC

benefit);

• Reduction in misunderstandings between air and ground (ADS and/ or
CPDLC benefit).

The controllers were asked whether there would be any potential negative effects
of the new system and datalink.  The participants were generally happy that the
system would offer benefit to the Santa Maria operation, but considered that the
inability of pilots to relay messages to other aircraft, and reduction in Com-
Operator situational awareness may be negative effects of datalink.

The controllers were asked a general question as to what other ways they
believed the system improved safety over the current operation.  The following
comments were made:
• Conflict probing more accurate;
• Conformance monitoring automatic;
• Conflict resolutions quicker;
• Able to recover from erroneous or poor restrictions more easily and quickly;
• Co-ordination message warning, so it is difficult to forget to co-ordinate an

aircraft.
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The controllers were asked whether safety would improve using datalink
compared to Com-reporting.  All controllers considered the improved messaging
between the air and ground, and the more accurate information associated with
ADS and CPDLC would provide improved surveillance for aircraft in the FIR.
These findings concur with previous ATMDC work on oceanic datalink (Ref. 5).
The time savings were also considered beneficial.

5.6. OBJECTIVE 6
Is the quality of service to aircraft transiting Santa Maria airspace affected
by the use of CPDLC and ADS?

Com-Operator based ATC requires contact to be established with aircraft to issue
ATC instructions across what can be a poor quality HF radio frequency.  During
busy periods this can lead to RT congestion and difficulty for pilots and
controllers/ Com-Operators in issuing and responding to ATC instructions.
CPDLC enables messages to be sent to specific aircraft and ADS enables
information such as leaving a level or achieving a level to be automatically
without the need to use RT or require pilot interaction.  This objective was used to
investigate whether controllers felt that the potential increase in flexibility and
capacity provided by datalink would enable controllers to provide a better quality
of service to aircraft.  This objective was addressed using questionnaires and
formal debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The controllers were asked to compare the level of service they could offer for
each mode of operation, i.e. Com-Operator, ADS alone, CPDLC alone and ADS
with CPDLC.

Initially controllers were asked to consider the improvements required by their
“customers” in current operations.  These were generally perceived to be as
follows:

• Clean voice communications via reduced frequency congestion;
• Faster conflict detection;
• Prompt responses to pilot requests.

ADS

ADS was perceived as enabling a better service to be provided to aircraft by
improving the process of position reporting.  Suitably equipped aircraft would not
have to report by voice, and this would reduce radio congestion.  This would help
non-equipped aircraft by reducing the need to wait for a gap in the RT before
transmitting.  This in turn would provide more accurate information for conflict
probing and increase the confidence in the data used for providing clearances
and clearance restrictions.

All controllers believed there would be capacity gains as a result of implementing
ADS.
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CPDLC

CPDLC would enable pilots to pass messages without placing a requirement
upon the RT system.  Again this would reduce RT congestion for the remaining
pilots and, through CPDLC, provide better messaging for equipped aircraft.
CPDLC was further seen to benefit the operation by:
• Reducing delays between receiving and processing pilot requests;
• Better error trapping;
• Reduction in misunderstandings between pilots;
• Reduction in time for issuing tactical instructions and pilots acting upon them.

Controllers did not perceive any direct capacity gains as a result of CPDLC, but
generally recognised that it would provide an improvement in communication
between the ground and air.

ADS & CPDLC

In a joint ADS with CPDLC mode of operation the benefits of both types of
reporting were seen to accrue.  ADS could provide automatic reporting processed
by the system and be transparent to both the pilot and the controller.  This would
reduce the number of Com-Operator reports the controller had to acknowledge or
reply to.  There would be reduced RT congestion, and improved conflict
checking.  Data within the system would be more up to date.  When the controller
needed to pass a message to an aircraft, or vice versa, CPDLC would provide a
method that is targeted to specific aircraft improving safety by removing the
potential for messages to be acted upon by the other aircraft.  ADS with CPDLC
would not require position reports to be passed via CPDLC, and would therefore
reduce cockpit workload.

An implementation of ADS with CPDLC was perceived as offering the most
benefits to the customers of the Santa Maria operation, and was seen to address
all of the problems raised by those customers.

5.7. OBJECTIVE 7
Does the Santa Maria system, as simulated, provide sufficient feedback?

Feedback is an important aspect of any system.  It is particularly important in
ATC systems.  Feedback affords the controller information about actions that
have been undertaken.  These may be the controllers actions, pilots actions or
actions of the system itself.  Where system feedback is lacking, controllers can
find themselves in situations where they are unaware of aircraft or system status.
This objective examined whether the simulated system provided controllers with
sufficient feedback.  The objective was addressed using questionnaires and
formal debriefs

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The degree of feedback received from the system as simulated was considered
to be satisfactory.  All controllers were confident that when an action had been
undertaken on the HMI sufficient feedback was available.  Similarly it was always
obvious to all controllers what the next step in each process was, and how to
access and complete it.  There was no recall of any occurrences when the
system had failed to provide sufficient feedback, or when they were left in a
situation where the system should be providing additional guidance.

The controllers were asked to look ahead to determine if there were any
requirements for feedback or guidance from the system for situations which they
had not encountered during the simulation.  The following comments were made:
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• All elements of the HMI displaying information relating to an aircraft or flight
(e.g. FDE and aircraft position symbol) should highlight when any of the
sources is accessed;

• The system should advise controllers when an aircraft is outside the Santa
Maria FIR and a message is being addressed to it, i.e. the system should not
allow controllers to send messages to an aircraft over which the controllers
have no executive authority;

• The system should warn a controller that he needs to co-ordinate an
instruction to an aircraft where that aircraft is still outside the FIR.

The controllers were asked the extent to which they were confident that
messages had reached aircraft, and the extent to which it was obvious which
clearance an aircraft was responding to.  In both cases all controllers responded
that they were sure that a clearance had reached the correct aircraft, and the
incoming message queue showed which clearance an aircraft had responded to
by pairing the response to the message issued.

Opinion differed slightly when asked if they were sure whether a report had
originated from ADS or from a Com-report, three controllers stated that the origin
of the message was clear and two controllers stated that it was not clear. The
controllers who had stated that the origin of the message was not clear thought
that the message origin should be distinguished in some way.

5.8. OBJECTIVE 8
Does the IMQ aid the controller in successfully identifying the source of
each message: Direct from the aircraft, or system generated?

The ATC messages presented to the controllers are generated from the aircraft
either by the system via ADS, or the pilot via CPDLC.  ADS reporting is
independent of the pilot, and can be considered purely system driven.  The IMQ
provides a means by which the controller can identify whether a message is
system generated or aircraft generated.  The IMQ is not currently a requirement
of the Santa Maria System but may provide some additional benefit.  This
objective was addressed using questionnaires and formal debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The participants were able to identify all messages and whether they were from
the system or an aircraft.  No confusion was experienced as to the source of the
message and the message source was not considered important “as long as it
gets there”.  The controllers relied on the system to prioritise messages, and
dealt with them as the system provided them.

There were no issues regarding the IMQ.  The way that the IMQ was simulated
was considered satisfactory.

5.9. OBJECTIVE 9
Is the concept of ADS/CPDLC acceptable using the simulated Santa Maria
HMI?

ADS and CPDLC represent potential developments of the system under
acceptance at Santa Maria.  The requirements for ADS and CPDLC have not yet
been defined.  This objective investigated whether the new system HMI would be
acceptable for handling Com-Operator messages together with ADS reports and
CPDLC messages or whether an alternative means of handling ADS reports and
CPDLC messages needed to be developed.  This objective was addressed using
questionnaires and formal debriefs.
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Questionnaire and Debrief Information

Sending Messages

The controllers were satisfied with the way the system enabled them to create
messages, and translated these messages in to SARPs format.  Controllers were
satisfied with the visibility of the message before it was sent to an aircraft and
were confident that they would not have to change the way they interacted with
the system to create clearances for issue via CPDLC and for clearances issued
via the Com-Operator.

When asked whether there were additional features that they would like to see in
the new system’s HMI for the creation of datalink messages, the controllers
commented that the system should be able to warn them of system failures such
as ADS or CPDLC.  It would also be desirable to create multiple element
clearance and restriction messages for a single aircraft.

Receiving Messages

The controllers were satisfied with the way that messages were presented to
them, finding them clear and informative.  Controllers stated that they did not
attach additional significance to the content of reports originating from CPDLC or
ADS, but one controller stated that he would attach additional significance to the
delay of a report which was being sent by ADS or CPDLC.  i.e. these messages
should not be delayed significantly, and if they were some action was probably
required.

Error Trapping

The controllers did not believe that the system (either with ADS or CPDLC)
reduced the number of errors they made, but felt that the system did improve
their chances of capturing errors once they had been made.  ADS with CPDLC
was regarded as increasing the accuracy of the information controllers were
dealing with, and also the accuracy/propriety of the messages and clearances
they were able to send.

When asked whether they made errors on the system, only one controller replied
and stated that errors made were generally keyboard errors.

5.10. OBJECTIVE 10
Does the provision of ATC services using the simulated Santa Maria
system provide evidence for potential streamlining of the system?

The Santa Maria simulation provided an opportunity for NAV EP to operate ATC
using a representation of their new system.  Given the increased controller
exposure to the system, this objective aimed to determine whether there was a
requirement to change or streamline any aspect of the system in order that it may
better facilitate the provision of ATC services.  This objective was addressed
using questionnaires and formal debriefs

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

Controllers were asked, given their exposure to the system during the simulation,
if they could identify features of the new system that they would like changed.
Controllers suggested the following:

• The system should automatically create some messages for the controller.
Aircraft within 5 or 10 minutes of the sector boundary need to be handed to the
next sector.  The system has this information, and could create the message
as required.  (3 controllers);
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• The system should automatically highlight all sources of information about a
flight when one of the sources is accessed e.g. when the aircraft data label is
highlighted, the TDE should also highlight (2 controllers);

• The system requires a filter in order that tracks can be sorted vertically, and
climbing and descending traffic can be highlighted (1 controller);

• The RQU/ADZ window requires modification to make it easier to use and less
time consuming (1 controller).

The controllers were asked if these functions would be beneficial for trainees, or
whether they should be reserved for more “advanced” users.  All controllers
commented that the modifications proposed should be incorporated into the
system and should be made available to trainees.  The modifications should
make the system easier to use.

The controllers were asked whether they required any short cuts to various parts
of the interface, rather than having to navigate using the mouse.  Two controllers
commented that any streamlining would be a benefit, one controller wanted direct
access to the RQU/ADZ window, and two controllers made no comment.

5.11. OBJECTIVE 11
What system reporting should be available when using ADS/CPDLC to
identify discrepancies between flight plan parameters and actual
parameters?

Datalink offers the potential for controllers to have access to ADS reports (not
subject to pilot input), as well as pilot reports direct from CPDLC.  This objective
looked at whether the discrepancy reporting in the new Santa Maria system will
be sufficient to cover discrepancies in data from all sources, or whether further
reporting will be required.  This objective was addressed using questionnaires
and formal debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The controllers were asked if system warnings were sufficient to notify a
controller that an aircraft had deviated.  The participants gave a mixed response,
but were generally of the opinion that system warnings were sufficient in the new
Santa Maria system.

A mixed response was received as to whether the system warnings should be
made more explicit.  Three controllers indicated that system warnings could be
more explicit.

The controllers stated that they were always aware when a deviation had
occurred and was reported via datalink.  Controllers also stated that deviation
reports from ADS or CPDLC would be afforded greater significance than
deviations being reported via other modes of operation.

Reporting rates were considered acceptable for ADS, and irrespective of the
source or nature of the error they should all be shown in the same way.
Discrepancies should all be highlighted to the controller in the message queue.

5.12. OBJECTIVE 12
Are there time penalties associated with ADS and CPDLC facilities, when
used for message creation and reporting?

The current Santa Maria ATC system requires the controller to create a clearance
and pass it via the system to the Com-Operator.  The Com-Operator then
composes the message, passes the message to the aircraft and composes
readback clearance from the pilot.  In the current system, controllers have to wait
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approximately three to five minutes before they have confirmation that a
clearance has been received by an aircraft (i.e. a readback is received via the
Com-Operator).  Using datalink, the controller will dispatch the message directly
to the aircraft, and the “readback” will be delivered directly to the controller.  This
objective examined whether the controllers perceived any time benefit in sending
clearances direct to aircraft, rather than via the Com-Operator, and was
addressed using questionnaires and formal debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

All controllers believed that ADS would significantly reduce the time that
controllers have to wait before receiving confirmation that a pilot is acting upon a
clearance i.e. a report showing the aircraft is starting a climb.

The controllers also believed that clearance time would be reduced with CPDLC
because the communication would be direct to the pilot, rather than via the Com-
Operator.  The main delay in the CPLDC loop was believed to be the initial
creation of the message by the controller.  The second most significant delay
would result from the pilot creating the response to the clearance.

CPDLC was expected to have a time benefit for controllers and pilots, as there
would be no requirement to wait for a gap in the RT before transmitting.
Controllers believed that delays could be further reduced by rationalising the
system interface.

Whilst controllers all agreed that replying to a clearance should not be delayed
beyond five minutes, three controllers clarified their comment by saying that the
delay would also be dependant upon the traffic situation at the time.  Five
minutes is commonly agreed to be an acceptable delay in Com-Operator mode.

5.13. OBJECTIVE 13
Considering the level change scenarios being tested, is the message set
available to the controller adequate?

This objective used questionnaires and formal debriefs to investigate the use of
each of the following methods of climb reporting and determine whether the
controllers considered that the system was sufficiently flexible to enable datalink
reporting to be established:

• ADS could inform the system that the aircraft had left the initial level and
report passing intermediate levels;

• ADS could inform the system that the aircraft on leaving the initial level and
reaching the final level, with no intermediate level reporting;

• CPDLC could be used to inform the controller that the aircraft was leaving the
initial level and had reached the final flight level;

• Pilots could report leaving initial level and reaching the final level via the Com-
Operator.  Additionally the controller may require the pilot to report passing
levels.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The controllers were asked how ADS had been configured to report as aircraft
changed level.  The majority of controllers commented that ADS had been used
to inform the system that the aircraft had left the initial level and reported passing
intermediate levels.  One controller was not sure how the system had been
reporting climbs.
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All of the participants preferred ADS reporting to CPDLC and Com-Operator
reporting.  ADS reports were automatically processed by the system, and the
controller was only made aware of deviations or emergency reporting.

Controllers were asked if they wanted increased flexibility in the messages
available, or supplementary pre-formatted freetext.  Controllers all felt that the
messages to which they had access were sufficient for the scenarios simulated.
All controllers agreed that the method of reporting information should be
transparent to the controller.

5.14. OBJECTIVE 14
What methods of message creation are utilised for the messages used
within the trials?

Controllers could create messages by building up a message from options in a
hierarchical menu.  Alternatively controllers familiar with message syntax could
type text straight into the system.  This objective examined which of these two
message creation methods was preferred, whether controllers felt they needed
free text, and whether a more flexible means of creating messages was needed.
This objective was addressed via questionnaires and debriefs.

Questionnaire and Debrief Information

The participants all created profiles through the hierarchical menus in the
Working Window, and created request and advisory messages though the
RQU/ADZ window.

Whether used in Com mode or CPDLC mode, controllers liked the RQU/ADZ as
it allowed fast entry of information and avoided confusion and misunderstanding
between the controller and the pilot/Com-Operator (depending upon the mode
used).  When asked if any alternatives would have been appropriate, the
controllers suggested a number of back-up systems including RT and telephone.

Controllers were asked if they manually edited clearances once they had been
created.  All controllers stated that they did not, and the system had been
designed specifically to stop this happening.

The use of true free text was felt to have benefit in an emergency situation, but
the controllers also stated that in an emergency situation, controllers and pilots
would usually be communicating directly via voice.  All of the participants agreed
that if CPDLC was to be used in an emergency situation, the messages should
be pre-formatted.

5.15. OBJECTIVE 15
To what extent did controllers edit ADS contracts?  What were the
underlying reasons for these edits?

Controllers did not edit ADS contracts as part of their normal function during the
simulation, but accessed the appropriate parts of the system to investigate the
method of editing contracts so that they could provide comment against this
objective.  This objective was addressed via formal debriefs only.

Debrief Information

Two controllers commented when asked about editing ADS contracts.  Their
comments are summarised below:

• The ability to modify ADS contracts should be supported within the system,
but should only be accessible to the supervisor or watch manager.  Only ADS
periodic contracts should be accessible, and modification to this contract
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should be limited to the data set normally available.  Watch managers should
be responsible for stating what information the periodic contract requests.
The contract completed by the watch manager should be displayed to the
controller so they are aware of which information is being requested.

• Where an aircraft is entering different types of airspace, TMA or en route, the
watch manager should be eligible to change the nature of the contract i.e. the
ADS report content and frequency.  Contract changes should also be
available depending upon aircraft type or equipage level.  Thus, if an aircraft
is not MASPS equipped, reporting may be more frequent than for an aircraft
that is MASPS equipped.

The participants were shown the interface developed for modifying ADS periodic
contracts during previous NATS oceanic datalink trials.  The general opinion was
that this interface would also be acceptable to Santa Maria.

5.16. OBJECTIVE 16
How should ADS contract reporting be developed for Santa Maria with
specific reference to:

a) Domestic Azores traffic entering the TMA;
b) Domestic Azores traffic exiting the TMA.

ADS reporting must be established for aircraft exiting the Azores TMA and
entering en-route oceanic airspace and closed for aircraft entering the Azores
TMA from en-route oceanic airspace.  This objective examined how ADS
reporting should be established, the criteria for establishing and closing the
contract, and any relevant time or geographical parameters.  This objective was
addressed via formal debriefs only.

Debrief Information

The controllers made few comments in response to this objective.  Domestic
TMA traffic will not use ADS.  Aircraft making technical stops in the Azores would
log off on landing, and would log on again on take off.

5.17. OBJECTIVE 17
Which method of creating and reporting climb instruction is preferred?

This objective was used to establish which of the methods and reporting types
detailed in objective 14, and reproduced below, was preferred by controllers.
This objective was addressed via formal debriefs only.

• ADS could inform the system that the aircraft had left the initial level and
report passing intermediate levels;

• ADS could inform the system that the aircraft on leaving the initial level and
reaching the final level, with no intermediate level reporting;

• CPDLC could be used to inform the controller that the aircraft was leaving the
initial level and had reached the final flight level;

• Pilots could report leaving initial level and reaching the final level via the Com-
Operator.  Additionally the controller may require the pilot to report passing
levels.

Debrief Information

As a default, ‘LEAVING (Level)’ and ‘REACHING (Level)’ should be reported,
although it should be possible to modify the reporting interval when enhanced
reporting is required.
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Controllers believed that aircraft equipped with ADS should report intermediate
levels (between the current cleared level and the requested level).  Generally
aircraft should report every 1000 feet so that the system is aware of what
airspace has been vacated and is therefore available.  Where requests for climbs
of 2000 feet are made, intermediate level reporting via the HMI was not seen as a
large problem.  For climbs over a greater vertical distance, regular intermediate
reporting was felt to generate too many messages for the controller to deal with.
Controllers felt they would want to disregard these messages if they were
presented and would prefer that intermediate level reports were handled by the
system.  These findings are in concurrence with findings from previous ATMDC
work for NATS oceanic datalink.

Where an aircraft is CPDLC only equipped, controllers expected the pilots to
report as instructed.  This may vary depending upon the aircraft, the pilot or the
route.  Controllers generally considered that reporting ‘LEAVING (Level)’ and
‘REACHING (Level)’ would be sufficient in most cases.

Where an aircraft is equipped with both CPDLC and ADS controllers thought that
position should be reported by ADS, but only the ‘LEAVING (Level)’ and
‘REACHING (Level)’ reports should be presented to the controller.  The
controllers did not want to be notified of intermediate climb reports unless those
reports were outside the agreed climb profile for the aircraft.  Where an aircraft is
equipped with both CPDLC and ADS, CPDLC should not be used for position
reporting.

5.18. OBJECTIVE 18
Should sending “LEAVING [Level] and “REACHING [level]” messages (if
they are seen to be necessary) be the responsibility of the pilot, or should
this be an automatic ADS function?

ADS can be used to identify the point at which an aircraft has exited the buffer
which determines its cleared level.  Similarly ADS can be used to identify an
aircraft approaching or reaching a level.  This objective examines whether the
‘LEAVING [Level]’ and ‘REACHING [level]’ should be a function of the pilot, or
should be an automatic function of the ADS reporting.  This objective was
addressed via formal debriefs only.

Debrief Information

Controllers believed that ADS should be used for this function when it is
available.  CPDLC should not be used for intermediate climb reporting.

5.19. OBJECTIVE 19
Does the system lead controllers into making errors?

This objective examined whether there were any instances, when operating the
simulated Santa Maria system, where controllers had been led into making
errors.  Errors could be system interaction errors, or ATC errors.  In either case,
an error would require subsequent interaction with the system to mitigate the
effects.  This objective was addressed via formal debriefs only.

Debrief Information

Controllers commented unanimously that the system did not lead them into
committing errors of an ATC nature.  Where errors were made, they were usually
typing errors, and were easily noticed and corrected by the controller prior to
dispatch to the aircraft.
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6. SUMMARY/ CONCLUSIONS
The ATMDC Portugal Oceanic Real-Time simulation successfully achieved its
objectives, providing information that will assist in the definition of any future
requirements for datalink communications within the Santa Maria FIR.

Objective 1:
What are the effects of each of the following methods of aircraft reporting on
the controller and the system?
(a) ADS reporting;
(b) CPDLC reporting;
(c) Combined ADS/CPDLC reporting;
(d) Com-Operator reporting

The structure of the Santa Maria HMI meant that the method of operation was
almost identical for datalink and Com-Operator conditions.  The introduction of
datalink did not significantly change controller working.

ADS should be used wherever possible to provide position report information.  If
an aircraft is equipped with CPDLC and not ADS, CPDLC reporting should be
used rather than Com-Operator reporting.  Voice communication with datalink
aircraft should always remain possible to cater for emergency situations.

ADS provided benefits of regular accurate reports with no message processing
tasks.  CPDLC was seen to provide fast and accurate communication between
the controller and the pilot.

ADS combined with CPDLC was perceived to offer the greatest benefit to the
controllers due to the increased accuracy and timeliness of information and
improved situational awareness.  ADS combined with CPDLC was also believed
to offer the greatest potential for increased airspace capacity.

The time delay associated with Com-operator communications was greater than
ADS or CPDLC modes, although the workload associated with Com-operator
reporting was no greater than ADS, CPDLC, or ADS with CPDLC modes.  The
controllers believedrequirement for voice communication with all aircraft will
remain in some form for the foreseeable future.

Objective 2:
How should CPDLC and ADS be implemented in the new system?

The method of distinguishing an aircraft’s datalink equipage via characters on the
TDB and FDE was acceptable.

Standard ADS contracts should be established for various stages of flight across
the Santa Maria OCA.  These contracts should be modifiable by an executive
authority to ensure flexibility in all situations.

Standard pre-formatted freetext emergency messages should be established for
CPDLC equipped aircraft.

The existing warning for an aircraft failing to report is adequate.  Warnings should
be provided to the controller on the GEO display and be accompanied by a high
priority message on failure of a datalink connection, or overdue report

ADS and pilot originated data (CPDLC or Com-Operator) may need to be
represented via different symbology.
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Objective 3:
Capture controller comment related to specific aspects of functionality in the
Santa Maria system.

GEO Display

The GEO display should be made a permanent background to all windows, rather
than a separate window.

SECCON Window

Headers showing 15W, 20W, 30W, 40W should be permanently displayed in the
preview area just above the top FDE, coinciding with the position of those fix
positions on the strips.

FDE

The background colour for last reporting point should be yellow, blue or red as
appropriate.

FDEs should be capable of being minimised to callsign only - click on the callsign
and the full FDE is displayed - click on the level and all strips at that level are
expanded.

Fix times on strips should be in bigger/bolder text than simulated.

Working Window

The colour of the probe (deprobe) should be changed.

A button should be provided for the RQU/ADZ rather than having to access the
RQU/ADZ through the ‘options’ menu button.

The Working Window should close automatically after the message has been
sent.

The controller’s proposed redesign of the Working Window, which incorporated
the functionality of three of the secondary windows, should be prototyped and
tested.

Conflict Report Window

The conflict pair routes should be deleted automatically once the conflict has
been resolved.  The area of conflict should be appropriately highlighted.

Message Queue Window

A more effective ‘attention getter’ is required for the message queues.
Alternatively, the priority buttons could be eliminated and messages displayed in
priority order on a single list, with an ‘attention getter’ flashing when a priority
message was received.  Ideally, operational controllers should compare both
options.

All sent messages should be displayed on the list in the incoming message
queue within the Message Queue window.  Currently messages sent are stored
in the Message History window and are only paired in the incoming message
queue once a response has been received from the aircraft.

RQU/ADZ Message window

The number of inputs required to create and send a message should be
rationalised.  The possibility of utilising ‘hot keys’ or drop-down menus should be
investigated.
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Compose Message window

This window was considered to be duplication and unnecessary additional effort.

Message History window (for individual aircraft)

Some rationalisation of this window was proposed.  Elements of the Message
History window were considered suitable for combining with elements of the
Message Queue window.

Aircraft Data Label

The ability to put different coloured borders round the Aircraft Data Label was
very useful.  It was easier to move the label on the simulator system than the
CAE system.

It should be possible to open the Working Window from the Aircraft Data Label
rather than having to select a menu.

R & Z buttons

These were considered to be important as they allow the controller to keep a
request on the FDE until it can be actioned.

Objective 4:
Does the ICAO SARPs (Standards and Recommended Practices) CPDLC
message set allow sufficient flexibility for Santa Maria operations?

Controllers found the SARPs CPDLC message set was sufficiently flexible for
normal operations, but agreed that a number of frequently used messages should
be pre-formatted, particularly those associated with transfer of control to another
sector, and aircraft inbound to the Azores.

Freetext would be necessary for emergencies and the controllers believed that
HF radio should remain as a backup solution for all aircraft.

Objective 5:
Does the system have safety benefits?

In concurrence with previous oceanic datalink projects (Ref. 5), the following
potential benefits of datalink were identified for the system under acceptance at
Santa Maria:

• reduced likelihood of aircraft acting on messages not intended for them;
• timely resolution of potential losses of separation;
• reduction in misunderstandings between air and ground;
• greater situational awareness for the controllers.

The conflict probe provided by the system under acceptance at Santa Maria is
expected to have a safety benefit due to the accurate and timely prediction of
infringements of aircraft separation.

Objective 6:
Is the quality of service to aircraft transiting Santa Maria airspace affected by
the use of CPDLC and ADS?

ADS and CPDLC will individually enable an improved service to aircraft by
reducing radio congestion.  This will also benefit non-equipped aircraft.  The
improved timeliness of reports is expected to provide more accurate information
for conflict probing and increase the confidence in the data used for providing
clearances and clearance restrictions.
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All controllers believed there would be increased reporting accuracy and capacity
gains as a result of implementing ADS, and a reduction of misunderstandings
due to CPDLC.

Where ADS was used with CPDLC, the benefits of both types of reporting were
seen to accrue.  An implementation of ADS with CPDLC was perceived to offer
most benefit to the customers of the Santa Maria operation.

Objective 7:
Does the Santa Maria system, as simulated, provide sufficient feedback?

The various sources of traffic information available to the controller through the
simulated system provide considerable feedback which will assist the controller in
providing an improved service to traffic.

Objective 8:
Does the IMQ aid the controller in successfully identifying the source of each
message: Direct from the aircraft, or system generated?

Controllers were able to identify all messages and whether they were from the
system or an aircraft, but did not consider the source of the message important,
provided the information was available.

Objective 9:
Is the concept of ADS/ CPDLC acceptable using the simulated Santa Maria
HMI?

The system under acceptance at Santa Maria is expected to bring a number of
benefits in controller working, particularly in terms of safety, workload, and the
ease with which controllers will be able to split tasks.

The datalink concepts explored during the simulation augmented and were
broadly acceptable with the new system, although some enhancements were
required to optimise the use and display of datalinked information.

Objective 10:
Does the provision of ATC services using the simulated Santa Maria system
provide evidence for potential streamlining of the system?

Some streamlining of the Santa Maria system will be possible:
• The system should automatically create some handover messages for the

controller prior to the sector boundary.  (Previous ATMDC datalink projects
have indicated that some automatically created messages could be sent to the
aircraft directly by the system, and some messages should be reviewed by the
controller prior to forwarding to the aircraft);

• The system should automatically highlight all sources of information about a
flight when one of the sources is accessed e.g. when the aircraft data label is
selected, the TDE should also highlight;

• The system should be configurable to filter traffic and enable tracks to be
sorted, and climbing and descending traffic to be highlighted;

• The RQU/ADZ window should be modified to reduce the number of system
entries
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Objective 11:
What system reporting should be available when using ADS/CPDLC to identify
discrepancies between flight plan parameters and actual parameters?

The controllers were always aware when a deviation had occurred during the
simulation.  The system warnings were adequate, although controllers felt that
system warnings could be improved.

Objective 12:
Are there time penalties associated with ADS and CPDLC facilities, when used
for message creation and reporting?

ADS will reduce the time that controllers have to wait before receiving
confirmation that a pilot is acting upon a clearance.  As ADS reports are initiated
automatically by the aircraft, the only delays associated with message creation
and reporting will be the actual delivery time from the aircraft to the OCA.
CPDLC will reduce the time to deliver and receive messages from the aircraft
compared to the Com-Operator using HF radio.  The main delays in the CPLDC
loop will be the initial creation of the message by the controller and the response
time of the pilot.  The overall delay will be less than via conventional HF delivery.

Objective 13:
Considering the level change scenarios being tested, is the message set
available to the controller adequate?

The CPDLC message set was adequate for the climb profile scenarios simulated,
although ADS reporting is the preferred method for monitoring aircraft climb
profiles.

Objective 14:
What methods of message creation are utilised for the messages used within
the trials?

Controllers were comfortable with creating messages through the hierarchical
message windows, although some rationalisation was proposed.  There will be a
need for pre-formatted freetext messages for frequently used messages such as
handovers to other centres and for some emergency messages.  True  freetext
should be available for use in emergency situations if required, but will rarely be
used if direct controller to pilot communications remain serviceable.

Objective 15:
To what extent did controllers edit ADS contracts?  What were the underlying
reasons for these edits?

Controllers will not need to edit ADS contracts as part of their normal function.
Changes to ADS contracts should be possible in extraordinary circumstances
and the watch manager should normally have controlling authority over ADS
contract changes.  The interface developed by ATMDC to amend ADS contracts
was acceptable to the Santa Maria controllers.
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Objective 16:

How should ADS contract reporting be developed for Santa Maria with specific
reference to:

a) Domestic Azores traffic entering the TMA;

b) Domestic Azores traffic exiting the TMA.

The analysis in response to this objective was inconclusive.  It was agreed that
domestic TMA traffic would not use ADS, but there was insufficient data to
determining how the ADS reporting contracts for aircraft entering the OCA from
the Azores TMA should be established;

Objective 17:

Which method of creating and reporting climb instruction is preferred?

 ‘LEAVING (Level)’ and ‘REACHING (Level)’ reports should be the default
reporting requirements for all climbing or descending aircraft.  Where aircraft are
ADS equipped, the periodic contract should provide position information every
1000ft, although this information should not be presented to the controller unless
there is a discrepancy (within defined limits) between the reported and expected
climb profile of the aircraft.  The system should allow the controller to amend the
periodic contract, and have the capability to display intermediate reports within
the climb, where enhanced surveillance is required;

Objective 18:

Should sending “leaving [Level] and “reaching [Level]” messages (if they are
seen to be necessary) be the responsibility of the pilot, or should this be an
automatic ADS function?

Where available ADS should be used for all position reporting.

Objective 19:
Does the system lead controllers into making errors?

The system as simulated did not lead controllers to make ATC errors.  Any typing
errors were easily noticed and corrected prior to dispatch to the aircraft.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made based on the analyses of data carried
out for the ATMDC Portugal Oceanic simulation:

i) The co-ordination with other datalinked and non-datalinked adjacent centres
should be defined, simulated and assessed to ensure that handover and
receipt of aircraft is acceptable.  The SARPs enable aircraft to maintain links
with ATC authorities outside the current FIR i.e. Downstream Data Authority
(DDA) connections, Current Data Authority (CDA) connections, and Next
Data Authority (NDA).  Consideration should be given to the procedures
necessary to manage these connections;

ii) NAV EP should call for an audit with a view to optimising the controller HMI.
A  number of instances have been identified by the participants where the
number of keystrokes required to complete a function could be reduced.
Font sizes on the new system should be assessed to ensure that they are
acceptable to the controllers;

iii) The possibility of implementing the following should be considered:
• the use of implicit focus;
• highlighting of all data associated with the hooked aircraft;
• use of mouse buttons;
• data label menu;
• show route and ‘look see’;
• level filtering.

iv) A review of the CPDLC messages should be undertaken with a view to
creating pre-formatted freetext CPDLC messages for frequent events such
as handovers to adjacent sectors, conditions where there is no voice
communications or voice communication is too slow, and for emergency
situations;

v) The controller proposed redesign of the layout and functionality of the
Working Window should be prototyped and tested;

vi) Further consideration should be given to the display of aircraft position data
(including coasting) on the various elements of the HMI.  The position of
aircraft displayed on the GEO is not necessarily its current position and could
lead to false assumptions about the aircraft position;

vii) The procedures for identifying and alerting emergency, deviation and failure
situations via datalink should be further investigated, defined and tested.
This investigation should also consider the alerts necessary to notify a
controller that an aircraft has not commenced or completed a level change
within an agreed period of time.
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Traduction en langue française de l'Avant-propos, du Résumé,
de l’Introduction, des Objectifs, des Conclusions

et Recommandations

AVANT-PROPOS

Le présent rapport rend compte d'un projet désigné comme projet pilote pour le
démarrage du Plan de partenariat en matière de simulations.  Ce Plan prévoit
l'exploitation de la capacité non engagée des installations nationales en complément de
celle du Centre expérimental EUROCONTROL.  Le succès du projet pilote décrit ci-après
et d'autres projets confiés ultérieurement à l'Ecole nationale de l'Aviation civile en France
et à SWISSCONTROL a prouvé la viabilité du Plan.

N. Sylvester-Thorne
Coordinateur du Plan de partenariat en matière de simulations
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RESUME

L'Administration portugaise de l'aviation civile (Navegação Aerea de Portugal, Empresa
Publica – NAV EP) a commandé un nouveau système ATC évolué de traitement et de
visualisation des données de vol océaniques (OFDPVS).  Ce système, développé par
CAE, est actuellement en cours de réception au Centre de contrôle régional océanique de
Santa Maria, dans les Açores.   Il fournira une assistance informatique aux contrôleurs de
Santa Maria, qui pourront ainsi faire face aux augmentations escomptées du trafic aérien.

La simulation ATMDC en temps réel "Portugal Océanique" visait à permettre aux
contrôleurs d'évaluer les incidences potentielles des communications par liaison de
données sur leur mode d'exploitation futur.  Ses résultats aideront la NAV EP à spécifier
une mise à niveau du nouveau système ATC en vue de rendre possibles les
communications par liaison de données.

La simulation ATMDC en temps réel "Portugal Océanique" s'est déroulée au Air Traffic
Management Development Centre (ATMDC) des NATS du 27 mai au 25 juin 1999.  Cinq
contrôleurs de la NAV EP ont pris part, au cours de cette période, à 10 exercices de
formation et à 61 exercices de simulation mesurés.

Les résultats sont fondés sur les avis subjectifs exprimés par les contrôleurs pendant la
simulation ainsi que sur l'analyse des enregistrements du système effectués pendant les
exercices de simulation.  Il en ressort que les communications par liaison de données
(CPDLC) apporteront de nombreux avantages dans la FIR de Santa Maria, mais qu'il
faudra encore étudier plus avant certains aspects de la mise en œuvre de la liaison de
données sur l'interface prévue.

Le rapport conclut que c'est la mise en œuvre conjointe de l'ADS et des CPDLC qui sera
la solution la plus bénéfique tant pour l'OCA de Santa Maria que pour ses clients.   En
effet, les principaux avantages de l'ADS sont la rapidité et la précision des comptes
rendus de position des aéronefs,   tandis que ceux des CPDLC sont la réduction des
malentendus entre contrôleurs et pilotes et le ciblage spécifique des messages vers les
aéronefs destinataires.  Ces deux formes de liaison de données devraient permettre une
diminution de l'encombrement des fréquences radio HF et une amélioration du service
aux aéronefs.

Le projet a été financé par EUROCONTROL dans le cadre du Plan de partenariat en
matière de simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Le Centre de contrôle régional océanique de Santa Maria (OAC) a des frontières
communes avec les régions de contrôle océanique (OCA) suivantes : Shanwick
et Gander le long du 45°N, New York le long du 40°O, Piarco jusqu'au 17°N, puis
Sal et Canaries jusqu'au sud de l'île de Madère.   A l'est, l'OAC de Santa Maria a
une frontière commune avec la Région d'information de vol de Lisbonne (FIR), et
avec la FIR de Madrid jusqu'au 45°N.

Les contrôleurs qui surveillent et contrôlent le trafic aérien traversant l'OCA de
Santa Maria utilisent actuellement des bandes de progression de vol et des
comptes rendus de positions d'aéronefs transmis, à intervalles réguliers, par
radio HF.  Ils établissent les séparations et répondent aux demandes de
changement de niveaux en fonction, d'une part, de l'heure estimée d'arrivée
(ETA) à un point (généralement une position lat./long.) situé sur l'itinéraire de vol
prévu et, d'autre part, des plans de vol des autres aéronefs.   Il peut arriver que
les contrôleurs reportent à la main sur un graphique les itinéraires prévus et les
ETA des aéronefs pour vérifier s'il y a ou s'il y aura séparation.

La société CAE a développé pour l'OAC de Santa Maria un nouveau système
ATC évolué de traitement et de visualisation des données de vol océaniques
(OFDPVS).  Ce nouveau système fournira une assistance informatique aux
contrôleurs de Santa Maria et leur permettra ainsi de faire face aux
augmentations prévues du trafic aérien.  Sa réception est actuellement en cours
à l'OAC de Santa Maria.

La simulation ATMDC en temps réel "Portugal Océanique" s'est déroulée au Air
Traffic Management Development Centre (ATMDC) des NATS du 27 mai au 25
juin 1999.  Les participants ont passé un peu plus de 3 semaines à l'ATMDC
pendant cette période.

Le simulateur modélisait les comportements ADS et CPDLC dans le cadre du
nouveau système et conformément aux normes et pratiques recommandées de
l'OACI (SARP).  Il créait un environnement dans lequel les contrôleurs étaient
exposés à quatre possibilités de mise en œuvre de la liaison de données au sein
de l'OAC de Santa Maria.  Cet environnement intégrait des données relatives à
l'exploitation actuelle ainsi qu'à l'expérience acquise avec des aéronefs capables
d'exploiter l'ADS ou les CPDLC, ou les deux systèmes.

La plate-forme de simulation reproduisait en grande partie le système OFDPVS
de Santa Maria.  Les différences entre les fonctionnalités du simulateur et celles
à mettre en œuvre ont été définies en accord avec la NAV EP avant la
simulation.

Le projet a permis aux contrôleurs de Santa Maria d'évaluer les incidences
potentielles des communications par liaison de données dans la FIR de Santa
Maria.  Les participants NAV EP ont profité du temps passé sur le simulateur,
non seulement pour atteindre l'objectif général, mais aussi pour déterminer
plusieurs améliorations de nature à renforcer le système CAE.   La simulation a
permis d'examiner l'incidence potentielle de la liaison de données sur les
opérations au Centre de Santa Maria et les modifications que requerra
éventuellement sa mise en œuvre au sein du système ATC envisagé.  On
trouvera dans le présent rapport une description de la simulation ainsi que les
résultats, conclusions et recommandations y relatifs.
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2. OBJECTIFS

2.1 OBJECTIF GENERAL

Recenser, dans le cadre du système OFDPVS,  les procédures et HMI propres à
l'ADS et aux CPDLC, en vue d'aider la NAV EP à spécifier une future mise à
niveau du système.

2.2 OBJECTIFS DE BASE

 On trouvera dans les paragraphes ci-après les questions à poser pour atteindre
l'objectif de haut niveau :

1. Quels sont les effets de chacune des méthodes suivantes de compte
rendu de position sur les contrôleurs et le système ?

(a)  compte rendu ADS ;
(b)  compte rendu CPDLC ;
(c)  compte rendu mixte ADS/CPDLC ;
(d)  compte rendu opérateur COM.

2. Quelles devraient être les modalités de mise en œuvre des CPDLC et de
l'ADS dans le nouveau système ?

3. Quelles observations les contrôleurs ont-ils à formuler sur les
fonctionnalités propres au système de Santa Maria ?

4. La série de messages CPDLC établie sur la base des normes et
pratiques recommandées de l'OACI (SARP) est-elle suffisamment souple
pour les opérations au Centre de Santa Maria ?

5. Le système offre-t-il des avantages sur le plan de la sécurité  ?

6. Le recours aux CPDLC et à l'ADS a-t-il une incidence sur la qualité du
service offert aux aéronefs qui traversent l'espace aérien de Santa Maria
?

7. Le système de Santa Maria, tel qu'il est simulé, fournit-il des informations
suffisantes en retour ?

8. L'IMQ permet-il au contrôleur d'identifier de manière sûre la source de
chaque message : message provenant directement de l'aéronef ou
généré par le système ?

9. Le concept ADS/CPDLC est-il compatible avec la HMI simulée de Santa
Maria ?

10. La fourniture de services ATC au moyen du système simulé de Santa
Maria fait-elle apparaître des possibilités de rationalisation du système ?

11. Quel type d'avertissement faut-il prévoir lorsque l'ADS et les CPDLC sont
utilisées pour repérer les différences entre les données de plan de vol et
les données en temps réel ?
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12. L'utilisation de l'ADS et des CPDLC aux fins de création de messages et
de compte rendu génère-t-elle des retards ?

13. La série de messages dont disposent les contrôleurs dans les scénarios
simulés de changement de niveaux est-elle adéquate ?

14. Selon quelles méthodes ont été créés les messages envoyés pendant les
essais ?

15. Dans quelle mesure les contrôleurs ont-ils modifié les contrats ADS ?
Quelles étaient les raisons de ces modifications ?

16. Comment faudrait-il développer, pour les besoins de Santa Maria,  les
contrats de compte rendus ADS relatifs :

a) au trafic intérieur des Açores entrant dans la TMA ;
b) au trafic intérieur des Açores quittant la TMA.

17. Quelle est la méthode préférée de création et de notification d'instruction
de montée ?

18. Les messages "LEAVING (level)" et "REACHING (level)" doivent-ils, le
cas échéant, être envoyés par le pilote ou de manière automatique par la
fonction ADS ?

19. Le système pousse-t-il les contrôleurs à commettre des erreurs ?
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3. SYNTHESE/ CONCLUSIONS

La simulation ATMDC en temps réel "Portugal Océanique" a parfaitement atteint
ses objectifs : elle a fourni des informations qui aideront la NAV EP à définir les
besoins futurs en matière de communications par liaison de données dans la FIR
de Santa Maria.

Objectif 1 :

Quels sont les effets de chacune des méthodes suivantes de compte rendu de
position sur les contrôleurs et le système ?

(a) compte rendu ADS ;
(b) compte rendu CPDLC ;
(c) compte rendu mixte ADS/CPDLC ;
(d) compte rendu opérateur COM.

Du fait de la structure de la HMI de Santa Maria, le mode d'exploitation était
pratiquement le même, que les compte rendus soient transmis par liaison de
données ou par opérateur COM.  L'utilisation de la liaison de données n'a pas
changé de manière significative le mode de travail des contrôleurs.

Il convient de recourir aussi systématiquement que possible à l'ADS pour les
comptes rendus de position.   Si un aéronef est équipé pour les CPDLC et non
pour l'ADS, les comptes rendus devraient être transmis par CPDLC plutôt que
par opérateur COM.  Les communications vocales avec les aéronefs équipés
pour la liaison de données devraient toujours rester possibles en cas d'urgence.

L'ADS permet de disposer de comptes rendus réguliers et précis sans travail de
traitement de message.  Les CPDLC, quant à elles, permettent des
communications précises et rapides entre contrôleur et pilote.

L'utilisation conjointe de l'ADS et des CPDLC est perçue comme la solution la
plus avantageuse pour les contrôleurs, car elle permet d'améliorer la précision et
la ponctualité des informations et d'avoir une meilleure connaissance de la
situation.  Cette solution est également considérée comme offrant le plus grand
potentiel d'augmentation de la capacité de l'espace aérien.

Le laps de temps nécessaire aux communications par opérateur COM est plus
long que dans le cas des communications ADS ou CPDLC, mais la charge de
travail associée à ce mode est la même que dans les modes ADS, CPDLC ou
mixte ADS/CPDLC.   Selon les contrôleurs, il faudra que tous les aéronefs
continuent, pendant un certain temps encore,  à être équipés, d'une manière ou
d'une autre, pour les communications en phonie.
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Objectif 2 :

Quelles devraient-être les modalités de mise en œuvre des CPDLC et de
l'ADS dans le nouveau système ?

La méthode consistant à distinguer les aéronefs équipés pour la liaison de
données au moyen de caractères spécifiques dans le TDB ou la FDE est jugée
acceptable.
Il conviendrait d'établir des contrats ADS types pour les différentes étapes de vol
dans l'OCA de Santa Maria.  Ces contrats devraient pouvoir être modifiés par
une autorité compétente, afin de garantir une flexibilité suffisante en toutes
circonstances.

Il y aurait lieu d'établir des modèles préformatés de messages d'urgence en texte
libre pour les aéronefs équipés pour les CPDLC.

L'avertissement utilisé actuellement pour les aéronefs qui ne transmettent pas de
compte rendu est adéquat.  Les avertissements devraient s'afficher dans la
fenêtre GEO des contrôleurs et être assortis de messages de première priorité
signalant une défaillance de la liaison de données ou un retard de compte rendu.

Il pourrait être nécessaire de représenter par des symboles différents les
données ADS et celles communiquées par le pilote (via les CPDLC ou
l'opérateur COM).

Objectif 3 :

Quelles observations les contrôleurs ont-ils à formuler sur les fonctionnalités
propres au système de Santa Maria ?

Affichage GEO

Il conviendrait que les données GEO apparaissent, en permanence, en arrière-
fond de toutes les fenêtres, plutôt que dans une fenêtre séparée.

Fenêtre SECCON

Des en-têtes indiquant les positions 15W, 20W, 30W et 40W et coïncidant avec
l'emplacement de ces positions fixes sur les bandes de progression, devraient
être affichés en permanence dans la zone de préavis, juste au-dessus de la FDE
supérieure.

FDE

La couleur de fond du dernier point de compte rendu devrait être jaune, bleue ou
rouge, selon les besoins.
Il faudrait pouvoir réduire les FDE aux seuls indicatifs d'appel, sur lesquels il
suffirait de cliquer pour visualiser l'ensemble des données de vol ; cliquer sur le
niveau déclencherait l'affichage de toutes les bandes de progression des vols
évoluant à ce niveau .
Il conviendrait que les heures de compte rendu apparaissent en caractères plus
grands ou plus gras que lors de la simulation.
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Fenêtre de travail

Il conviendrait de modifier la couleur de la fenêtre d'essai.
Il serait préférable de pouvoir accéder aux RQU/ADZ via une touche spécifique
plutôt que par la touche "options" du menu.
Il faudrait que la fenêtre de travail se ferme automatiquement après l'envoi du
message.
Il conviendrait de prototyper et de tester la nouvelle conception de la fenêtre de
travail, proposée par les contrôleurs, qui incopore les fonctionnalités de trois
fenêtres secondaires.

Fenêtre "Notification de conflit"

Il conviendrait que les paires de routes conflictuelles disparaissent
automatiquement une fois le conflit résolu.  La zone de conflit devrait être mise
en évidence de manière appropriée.

Fenêtre "Liste d'attente de messages"

Il conviendrait de disposer d'un signe attirant davantage l'attention dans les listes
d'attente de messages.  On pourrait aussi supprimer les boutons de priorité et
afficher les messages par ordre de priorité, dans une liste unique, la réception
d'un message prioritaire étant signalée par un clignotement.  Idéalement, il
faudrait que les contrôleurs d'exploitation comparent ces deux formules.

Il conviendrait que tous les messages envoyés figurent sur la liste d'attente des
messages entrants dans la fenêtre "Liste d'attente de messages".  A l'heure
actuelle, les messages envoyés sont enregistrés dans la fenêtre "Historique des
messages" et n'apparaissent dans la liste d'attente de messages entrants
qu'après réception d'une réponse de l'aéronef.

Fenêtre "Message RQU/ADZ"

Il conviendrait de rationaliser le nombre de données requises pour créer et
envoyer un message.  L'utilisation éventuelle de "touches rapides" ou de menus
déroulants est à envisager.

Fenêtre "Composition de messages"

Cette fenêtre fait double emploi et demande un effort supplémentaire inutile.

Fenêtre "Historique des messages" (pour chaque aéronef)

Il y aurait lieu de rationaliser quelque peu cette fenêtre,  dont certains éléments
pourraient être combinés avec des éléments de la fenêtre "Liste d'attente de
messages".
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Étiquette "Données d'aéronef"

Le fait de pouvoir entourer lesdites étiquettes de couleurs différentes est très
utile.   Il est plus facile de déplacer les étiquettes dans le système simulé que
dans le système CAE.

Il devrait être possible d'ouvrir la fenêtre de travail à partir de l'étiquette "Données
d'aéronef" plutôt qu'à partir du menu.

Boutons R & Z

Ces boutons sont importants, car ils permettent aux contrôleurs de garder une
demande sur la FDE jusqu'au moment de son activation.

Objectif 4 :

La série de messages CPDLC établie sur la base des normes et pratiques
recommandées de l'OACI (SARP) est-elle suffisamment souple pour les
opérations au Centre de Santa Maria ?

Les contrôleurs ont jugé la série de messages CPDLC établie sur la base des
SARP de l'OACI suffisamment souple pour les opérations normales, mais ont
estimé qu'un certain nombre de messages d'usage fréquent gagneraient à être
préformatés; c'est notamment le cas des messages associés au transfert de
contrôle vers un autre secteur ainsi que ceux qui concernent les vols à
destination des Açores.

Une fonction "texte libre" serait également requise pour les cas d'urgence. Par
ailleurs, les contrôleurs sont d'avis que tous les aéronefs devraient conserver un
équipement radio HF à titre de dispositif de secours.

Objectif 5 :

Le système offre-t-il des avantages sur le plan de la sécurité ?

Le système en cours de réception à Santa Maria présente les avantages suivants
sur les projets antérieurs de liaison de données en région océanique (Réf. 5) :

• moindre probabilité de voir des aéronefs réagir à des messages qui ne leur
sont pas destinés ;

• résolution en temps opportun des pertes potentielles de séparation ;
• diminution des risques de malentendus entre l'air et le sol ;
• meilleure perception de la situation générale pour les contrôleurs.

Le dispositif automatique de détection des conflits prévu sur le système offrira un
plus sur le plan de la sécurité dans la mesure où il permettra d'anticiper
précisément, et en temps utile, toute violation des normes de séparation entre
aéronefs.
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Objectif 6 :

Le recours aux CPDLC et à l'ADS a-t-il une incidence sur la qualité du service
offert aux aéronefs qui traversent l'espace aérien de Santa Maria ?

L'ADS et les CPDLC contribueront, chacune, à l'amélioration du service offert
aux aéronefs en réduisant l'encombrement des fréquences, ce qui profitera
également aux aéronefs non équipés. L'amélioration de la ponctualité des
comptes rendus permettra de disposer d'informations plus précises pour la
détection des conflits et renforcera la confiance dans les données utilisées pour
l'octroi, ou non, des clairances.

De l'avis unanime des contrôleurs, la mise en œuvre de l'ADS aura pour effet
d'accroître la précision des comptes rendus et la capacité, tandis que les CPDLC
diminueront les risques de malentendus.

Lorsque l'ADS est combinée aux CPDLC, les avantages respectifs de ces deux
modes de compte rendu semblent s'additionner, d'où l'impression qu'une mise en
œuvre simultanée de l'ADS et des CPDLC constituerait la solution la plus
avantageuse pour les bénéficiaires des opérations de Santa Maria.

Objectif 7 :

Le système de Santa Maria, tel qu'il est simulé, fournit-il des informations
suffisantes en retour ?

Les différentes sources de données de trafic dont le contrôleur dispose sur le
système simulé lui permettent d'obtenir un nombre considérable d'éléments
d'information, de nature à améliorer le service fourni aux aéronefs.

Objectif 8 :

L'IMQ permet-il au contrôleur d'identifier de manière sûre la source de chaque
message : message provenant directement de l'aéronef ou généré par le
système ?

Les contrôleurs ont été en mesure d'identifier tous les messages, ainsi que leur
origine (système ou aéronef) ; ils ont cependant jugé que la source du message
importait peu pourvu que les informations soient disponibles.

Objectif 9 :

Le concept ADS/CPDLC est-il compatible avec la HMI simulée de Santa Maria ?

Le système en cours de réception à Santa Maria est appelé à procurer un certain
nombre d'avantages aux contrôleurs, notamment sur le plan de la sécurité, de la
charge de travail et de la facilité avec laquelle ils pourront se répartir les tâches.

Les concepts de liaison de données étudiés dans le cadre de la simulation
complètent le nouveau système et sont globalement compatibles avec ce dernier,
certaines améliorations étant cependant requises afin d'optimiser l'exploitation et
l'affichage des informations transmises.
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Objectif 10 :

La fourniture de services ATC au moyen du système simulé de Santa Maria fait-
elle apparaître des possibilités de rationalisation du système ?

Plusieurs aménagements sont envisageables sur le système de Santa Maria :

• Le système devrait générer automatiquement certains messages de transfert
pour le contrôleur préalablement au franchissement de la limite de secteur.
(De précédents projets ATMDC de liaison de données ont montré qu'il était
possible que le système adresse directement à l'aéronef certains messages
générés automatiquement, les autres messages devant passer par le
contrôleur avant d'être relayés à l'aéronef.)

• Le système devrait automatiquement mettre en évidence toutes les sources
d'informations concernant un vol lorsque le contrôleur accède à l'une
quelconque de ces sources. Exemple : lorsque l'opérateur sélectionne
l'étiquette de données d'aéronef, la TDE devrait également ressortir.

• Le système devrait être configurable de telle manière qu'il soit possible de
filtrer le trafic, trier les pistes et mettre en évidence le trafic ascendant et
descendant.

• La fenêtre RQU/ADZ devrait être modifiée pour réduire le nombre des
entrées système.

Objectif 11 :

Quel type d'avertissement faut-il prévoir lorsque l'ADS et les CPDLC sont
utilisées pour repérer les différences entre les données de plan de vol et les
données en temps réel ?

A tout moment, les contrôleurs ont eu conscience des écarts qui se produisaient
en cours de simulation. Les avertissements donnés par le système ont été jugés
adéquats bien que susceptibles d'être améliorés.

Objectif 12 :

L'utilisation de l'ADS et des CPDLC aux fins de création de message et de
compte rendu génère-t-elle des retards ?

L'ADS réduira le délai d'obtention du message confirmant que le pilote réagit
effectivement à la clairance donnée par le contrôleur. Les comptes rendus ADS
étant émis automatiquement par l'aéronef, le seul délai associé à la création et à
l'envoi des messages sera le temps de transmission effectivement nécessaire
entre l'aéronef et l'OCA.

Les CPDLC permettront de raccourcir les délais d'émission et de réception des
messages transmis par l'aéronef, par rapport au temps que met l'opérateur COM
au moyen de son équipement radio HF. Les principaux délais inhérents à la
boucle CPDLC seront le temps de création du message par le contrôleur et le
délai de réponse du pilote. Le délai global sera inférieur à ce qu'il est avec les
équipements HF classiques.
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Objectif 13 :

La série de messages dont disposent les contrôleurs dans les scénarios simulés
de changement de niveaux est-elle adéquate ?

La série de messages CPDLC a été jugée adéquate pour les scénarios de profil
de montée simulés, bien que les comptes rendus ADS constituent la méthode
privilégiée pour suivre les profils de montée des aéronefs.

Objectif 14 :

Selon quelles méthodes ont été créés les messages envoyés pendant les
essais ?

Les contrôleurs n'ont éprouvé aucune difficulté particulière à créer des messages
en suivant la hiérarchie des fenêtres de message, mais ils ont cependant formulé
des propositions de rationalisation. Il conviendra de prévoir des modèles
préformatés de message à texte libre pour certains messages d'usage fréquent,
tels que les transferts de contrôle, ou certains messages d'urgence. Une
véritable fonction "texte libre" devrait être disponible pour les cas d'urgence, mais
il y sera rarement fait appel si les communications directes entre le contrôleur et
le pilote demeurent opérationnelles.

Objectif 15 :

Dans quelle mesure les contrôleurs ont-ils modifié les contrats ADS ? Quelles
étaient les raisons de ces modifications ?

Les contrôleurs n'auront pas à modifier les contrats ADS dans le cadre de leurs
fonctions normales. Ces modifications devraient cependant être possibles dans
des circonstances exceptionnelles, et sous la supervision du chef de quart.
L'interface mise au point par l'ATMDC pour modifier les contrats ADS a été jugée
acceptable par les contrôleurs de Santa Maria.

Objectif 16 :

Comment faudrait-il développer, pour les besoins de Santa Maria, les contrats de
compte rendu ADS relatifs :

a) au trafic intérieur des Açores entrant dans la TMA ;
b) au trafic intérieur des Açores quittant la TMA.

L'analyse effectuée à l'appui de cet objectif n'a pas été concluante. Il a certes été
convenu que le trafic TMA intérieur n'utiliserait pas l'ADS, mais il n'a pas été
possible, faute de données suffisantes, de déterminer sur quelles bases seraient
établis les contrats de compte rendu ADS relatifs aux aéronefs pénétrant dans
l'OCA à partir de la TMA des Açores.
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Objectif 17 :

Quelle est la méthode préférée de création et de notification d'instruction de
montée ?

Les comptes rendus "LEAVING (Level)" et "REACHING (Level)" devraient être la
norme par défaut pour tous les aéronefs effectuant une manœuvre de montée ou
de descente. Lorsque les aéronefs sont équipés de l'ADS, le contrat d'émission
périodique devrait porter sur l'envoi de données de position tous les 1000 pieds ;
cette information ne devrait toutefois être présentée au contrôleur qu'en cas
d'écart (dans des limites déterminées) entre l'évolution effective de l'aéronef et le
profil de montée escompté. Le système devrait permettre au contrôleur de
modifier le contrat d'émission et d'afficher des comptes rendus intermédiaires de
montée lorsqu'une surveillance enrichie est requise.

Objectif 18 :

Les messages "LEAVING (Level)" et "REACHING (Level)" doivent-ils, le cas
échéant, être envoyés par le pilote ou de manière automatique par la fonction
ADS ?

Il y aurait lieu de recourir aussi systématiquement que possible à l'ADS pour la
communication des données de position.

Objectif 19 :

Le système pousse-t-il les contrôleurs à commettre des erreurs ?

Le système tel que simulé n'a pas conduit les contrôleurs à commettre des
erreurs ATC. Les éventuelles fautes de frappe ont été aisément repérées et
corrigées préalablement à la transmission des messages vers les aéronefs.
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4. RECOMMANDATIONS

Les recommandations ci-après se fondent sur les analyses de données
effectuées dans le cadre de la simulation ATMDC Portugal Océanique :

i) Il conviendrait de définir, de simuler et d'évaluer la coordination avec
d'autres centres adjacents, dotés ou non d'une liaison de données, aux
fins de s'assurer que le transfert et la réception des aéronefs s'opèrent
dans des conditions acceptables. Les SARP permettent aux aéronefs de
maintenir des liaisons avec des autorités ATC situées en dehors de la FIR
dans laquelle ils évoluent : il s'agit des connexions DDA (Downstream
Data Authority), CDA (Current Data Authority) et NDA (Next Data
Authority). Il conviendrait d'examiner les procédures requises pour gérer
ces connexions.

ii) La NAV EP devrait commander un audit en vue d'optimiser l'interface
homme-machine (HMI) du contrôleur. Les participants ont recensé
plusieurs cas où le nombre de touches requis pour activer une fonction
pouvait être réduit. La taille des caractères devrait être évaluée afin de
s'assurer qu'elle convient à tous les contrôleurs.

iii) Il conviendrait d'envisager la mise en œuvre des fonctions suivantes :

• focalisation implicite ;
• mise en évidence de toutes les données associées à l'aéronef

"accroché" ;
• utilisation des boutons de la souris ;
• menu d'étiquettes de données ;
• affichage de la route et fonction "look see" ;
• filtrage des niveaux.

iv) Il y aurait lieu de revoir les messages CPDLC dans l'optique de créer des
modèles préformatés de message à texte libre pour les événements
fréquents, tels que les transferts de contrôle vers les secteurs adjacents,
ainsi que pour les situations où les communications en phonie sont
inexistantes, ou trop lentes, ou encore pour les cas d'urgence.

v) Les réaménagements proposés par les contrôleurs à la présentation et
aux fonctionnalités de la fenêtre de travail devraient être prototypés et
testés.

vi) Il serait indiqué d'examiner plus avant le mode d'affichage des données
de position des aéronefs (y compris le "coasting") sur les différents
éléments de la HMI. La position affiché sur le GEO ne correspond pas
nécessairement à la position du moment de l'aéronef, ce qui pourrait
conduire à des hypothèses erronées quant à l'endroit où se situe
l'appareil.

vii) Il y aurait lieu d'étudier plus avant, pour ensuite les définir et les tester, les
procédures d'identification et de notification, via la liaison de données,
des situations d'urgence, des écarts ou des pannes. Cet examen devrait
également porter sur les signaux d'alarme requis pour prévenir le
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contrôleur qu'un aéronef n'a pas entrepris ou opéré un changement de
niveau dans le délai convenu.


